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ABSTRACT

A number of earthquakes have been recorded in ¡ecent years in the strata above

Saskatchewan potash mines. These are widely understood to be mining-induced and to have been

generated in the carbonate Dawson Bay Formation that lies above the immediate roof of the mine

which is a thin salt layer. A rock mechanics study of possible mechanisms for this seismicity was

undertaken. Analytical modelling as well as experimental investigations and numerical analyses

were performed.

A theory for the elastic beam on elastic supports, based on the differential

equation of the elastic line was developed, and was adopted as the analytical model for simulating

the response of the Dawson Bay Formation to potash mining. This model was employed to

examine the potential for failu¡e along bedding planes as a source of seismicity in the Dawson

Bay Formation. The results obtained show that, although failure along the bedding plane of the

Dawson Bay Formation is capable of generating microseismicity, the larger events could not be

attributed to this mechanism.

In an experimental study, the Dawson Bay Formation wæ simulated by a thick

rock beam loaded to ultimate failure in a specially designed testing frame which provided

longitudinal constraint. The experimental results established that failure of a thick rock beam

involves three distinct fracture events : (a) vertical midspan cracking and development of a linear

arch, @) diagonal cracking, and (c) failure of remnant rock bridges. The first two events release

a small amount of energy, while the ultimate failure occurs violently. Numerical analyses, using

both finite difference and finite element models, validated these experimental findings. The finite

difference analysis simulated the initiation of the diagonal cracking in a beam test. But, the

discrete crack propagation FEM successfully replicated the three-stage failure mechanism of a



typical beam test.

It is proposed that failure of a Dawson Bay linea¡ arch under the "dead weight"

of the overburden is a possible causal explanation of some of the larger seismic events. Cat-

culations indicate that the theoretical upper limit for an earthquake magnitude generated by a full

scale rupture of intact Dawson Bay linear arch is aboul2.7, which is in the order that has been

recorded for the larger events in the Saskatchewan potash mines.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND AND PERSPECTIVE

Potash deposits, limited to a few producing countries in the world, are the main

source of potash consumed in the fertilizer and other chemical industries. The richest deposits

of potash in the world are located at a depth of nearly 1 km beneath the farmlands of Sækatche-

wan, Canada. Canada is also the leading producer of potæh in the Western World. The Potæh

industry has been an important contributor to the Western Canadian economy by providing long-

term investment for a large amount of capital and, in the process, creating jobs.

Potash was discovered in Saskatchewan in the early 1940's and was brought to

production in the 1960's. The Saskatchewan potash deposits are renowned for their richness,

thickness, flatness, continuity and extent. The advantagæ of these positive factors are, however,

offset to some extent by the depth of the deposits, the presence of water-bearing formations in

the overburden and their remoteness from the major potash markets.

There are eight operating conventional mines in Saskatchewan. Five of these

mines are located in the Saskatoon area, while the remaining three are in southeast Saskatchewan.

Although the long term outlook for potash is regarded as bright, the potæh industry is highly

competitive. Continuous resea¡ch and development ca¡ried out by the industry to maintain

production as well as safety enable the Sækatchewan mines to be among the lowest unit cost

potash producers in the world.



T.2 CHALLENGES FACING THE POTASH INDUSTRY

IN SASKATCHEWAN

In the early years of mining, the most important problem \ryas room stability and

convergence. Unique methods were eventually devised in this regard; still more are being

evaluated. Although the potash mining operations in Sækatchev/an are among the most

mechanized in the world, the overall extraction ratio (35 to 40 percent) still remains relatively

low. The primary reason for this low extraction ratio is the perceived risk of flooding arising

from the presence of overlying aquifers should the extraction ratio be increased.

One of the most diff,rcult tasks has been the sinking of shafts due to the presence

of several water-bearing formations. The most difficult unit to penetrate is the Blairmore

Formation, which is 62 to 152 meters thick, and is composed of unconsolidated sand, silt,

mudstone and shale. This formation is at a depth of approximately 365 meters, having water

pressures as high as 5500 kPa. Other water-bearing formations, e.g., Dawson Bay Formation,

are known to contain water at pressures of 7500 kPa or higher. Freezing the ground or grouting

has been the most successful method of penetrating the water-beating zones.

As mining continues, progressive accumulation of waste salt and brine on surface

causes another challenge for the potash industry, namely, the long-term environmental problem.

Initially, subsidence over potash mines was thought unlikely to be transmitted as far as the ground

surface, which is approximately 1 km above. It wæ believed that the gradual collapse of the

mining galleries would be taken up by the salt and the unconsolidated sand in the Cretaceous

strata above. Recent measurements at the surface, however, show that several inches of

subsidence have actually taken place. The subsidence profile is characterized by a very shallow

region extending several km outside the primary trough. While the maximum possible subsidence

could be I20 cm, the current consensus is that subsidence will be about 30 cm punn,1975).



Geological anomalies, such as channels, salt-horses with leached zones, and

collapse features have resulted in loss of production. The last two have been found to cause

ingress of water into the mine openings (fuÍolavi,1987).

Although the presence of a high percentage of carnallite, which is weaker than

sylvite, within or above the mining horizon does not cause immediate collapse, it can cause major

failures in the long term, thereby creating avenues for water inflow.

In more recent years, a new rock mechanics problem has surfaced as the area of

mining increased, namely, mining-induced seismicity. These seismic events indicate sudden

rupture or fracture of rock relatively close to the mine working, a phenomenon which could also

allow water ingress into the mines.

i.3 PURPOSE OF THE THESIS

Geophysical investigations by mining companies and university researchers have

established beyond reasonable doubt that seismicity recorded above operating potash mines in

Saskatchewan is (a) mining-induced and (b) æsociated with the Dawson Bay Formation, which

lies slightly above the mining horizon. By earthquake standards, the magnitude of even the

largest events recorded to date (3.6 on the Richter Scale) is relatively minor. Nonetheless, if

these events indicate, as they surely must do, sudden rupture or fracture of rock relatively close

to the mine workings, that is reason enough to warant further study. Moreover, the associated

fracturing could also provide cracks for ì,vater ingress.

In order to assess the practical significance of these seismic events to mining, one

has to understand their mechanism(s) and the factors controlling their occurrence. With this

objective, the writer decided to undertake a rock mechanics study, the first of its kind, of mini-
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ng-induced seismicity in the Saskatchewan potash mines.

1.4 OBJECTTVES

In this study, the writer has considered two possible causal explanations of

seismicity in the Dawson Bay Formation. These are :

(a) Slip along bedding planes,

(b) Ultimate failure of a linear arch.

The objectives of this study were to examine the plausibility and scope of these

hypotheses. To this end, for (a), the writer developed analytical models (see Chapter 6), in

which the Dawson Bay Formation was idealized as an elastic beam resting on elastic abutments.

The other hypothesis involved laboratory experiments, in which the linear arch was simulated by

a rock beam loaded to ultimate failure in a specially designed testing frame.

1.5 LAYOUT OF THESIS

Chapter 2 reviews the regional geology and lithology of the Saskatchewan potash

mining districts. It discusses the difficulties æsociated with evaluating material properties. The

procedures for obtaining the virgin in-situ strsss, so essentiai to any meaningful rock mechanics

analysis, are discussed. Finally geological anomalies, which can be detrimental to mining opera-

tions, are described.

Chapter 3 reviews the mining methods employed in Saskatchewan potash mining

and briefly discusses the continuing process of the evolution of mining methods.



Chapter 4 describes mining-induced seismicity of the area in the context of natural

seismicity of the region, and reviews the two conceptual models proposed to date by other

¡esearchers for the failure mechanism generating the induced seismiciry. Also, the concept of

Criticai energy release rate as predictor of induced-seismicity in bedded deposits is discussed.

Chapter 5 explains the rock mechanics approach undertaken in this study.

Chapter 6 discusses the development of a new anal¡ical model for an elastic

beam on an elastic support. Both thin and thick beam formulations are presented.

Chapter 7 examines the potential for bedding plane slip as a source mechanism

of seismicity in the Dawson Bay Formation. Results obtained from the analytical model (Chapter

6) were derived for two bounding conditions. These are : (a) slip along a frictionless surface

representing the condition of the Dawson Bay Formation containing bitumen laminae, and (b)

maximum horizontal shear stress representing the situation of a homogeneous Dawson Bay

Formation with a perfectly cemented bedding plane.

In Chapter 8 the experimental work on longitudinally constrained beams is

described. From the results of these experiments, a number of failure mechanisms have been

identified. Implications of these experimental findings for induced seismicity are drawn.

Chapter 9 deals with the numerical modelling 

- 
both finite difference and

finite element (discrete crack propagation). The principal objective of these numerical analyses

has been to gain greater understanding of the failure mechanisms which were observed in the

beam testing (Chapter 8).

The penultimate Chapter 10 presents the summary of the study 

- 
analytical

as well as experimental and numerical 

- 
regarding possible mechanisms for mining-induced

seismicity above Saskatchewan potash mines, along with the cor¡oborative field evidence. Also,

a direction for future work is given.

Finally, Chapter 11 concludes on the entire study.
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CHAPTER 2

ENGINEERING GEOLOGY

2.1 REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The potash deposits in Saskatchewan occur within a thick sequence of rocks

known æ the Prairie Evaporite Formation Sig. 2.1). These salts were laid down in a deposi-

tional basin, referred to as the Elk Point Basin, that extended over a thousand miles from

northernmost Alberta southeastwards into North Dakota Qig.2.2).

The P¡airie Evaporite beds rest conformably upon carbonate rocks of the

Winnipegosis Formation and are overlain disconformably by carbonates, evaporites and mudst-

ones of the Dawson Bay Formation.

2.2 PRAIRIE EVAPORITE FORMATION

The sediments of the Prairie Evaporite Formation are predominantly salt witil

minor amounts of anhydrite and potæh. Potash occurs in the upper part of the formation in four

levels known as potash "members". In ascending order, these are: Esterhazy, White Bear, Belle

Plain, and Patience Lake Members. All the mines in the Saskatoon area work the Patience Lake

member, while the mines in the southeast produce from the Esterhazy Member.

The mineralogy of the Saskatchewan potash deposits is simple: only halite,
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sylvite, and carnallite are present with minor amounts of clay. Sylvite is the desired mineral, as

it is almost pure KCl. In the southeastern potæh mines, which produce from the Esterhazy

Member, certain areas are rich in carnallite. Ca¡nallite occurs either with sylvite and halite in the

potash beds, in veins between sylvite and halite crystals, or as pods of pure carnallite. The

carnallite zonqs are known to extend vertically above and below the ore body in the southeastern

potash mines.

2.3 DAWSON BAY FORMATION

The Dawson Bay Formation extends from eætern Alberta to ìilestern Manitoba,

where it outcrops Gig. 2.3). In southeast Saskatchewan, the Dawson Bay Formation is believed

to be generally wet. All potash mines in the Saskatoon region are situated in areas of "dry"

Dawson Bay, but some are not far from water-bearing Dawson Bay beds.

This Formation consists of four members. These are, in ascending order: Second

Red Bed, Burr Member, Neely Member, and Hubbard Evaporite Member ffig.Z.Ð.

The Second Red Bed follows, with a minor disconformity, the salts of the Prairie

Evaporite Formation. It lies slightly above the mining horizon, e.g., in Saskatoon area ap-

proximately 10 m above the potash seam. It is composed of a dolomitic mudstone which is red

at the base, grading into brown, and then grey at the top. This, 3 to 6 meter thick, mudstone

is commonly heavily fractured, having slickensides ßQD <100%).

The Burr Member rests with an unconformity on the Second Red Bed. This

member is almost 20 m thick and consists entirely of very fine grained dolomite, dolomitic

microcrystalline, bioturbated limestone, and a calcic limestone containing hard grounds. Frac-

tures, which are relatively infrequent in this rock, are found to be sub-vertical and generally ftlled
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with calcite. For all practical purposes, the RQD of this member is 100%.

The Neely Member lies disconformably upon the Burr Member. Its thickness

ranges from 15 to 18 meters. It is composed predominantly of massive limestone. The upper

sections are highly fossiliferous with intermittent bitumen laminae. Although some core of the

upper part show relative weakness along bitumen laminae and fossil contacts, the RQD of this

member is virrually 100%.

The Hubbard Evaporite Member is the uppermost unit of the Dawson Bay

Formation. This halite bed is of variable thickness up to 14 m.

The Second Red Bed and Hubbard Evaporite Members are composed of low

strength materials which are unlikely to generate significant seismic events. Therefore, it is

almost certain that mining-induced seismicity is restricted to the Burr and Neely Members.

The above description of Dawson Bay Formation is based on Kroll (1987) where selected

core samples from the Central Canada Potash and Lanigan mines, and the Subsurface Geological

Laboratory, Regina were examined. The Dawson Bay Formation, however, is not uniform. For

example, at K-l mine, it is found to be fractured and "rotten" (Stimpson, personal communicati-

on).

2.4 GEOLOGICAL ANOMALIES

A sequence of ore which has been locally disturbed and is devoid of potash is

frequently referred in the literature by the term "salt horse". The salt horses are ofthree distinct

categories: (a) channels, (b) leached zone^s, and (c) collapse features.

U-shaped or irregular, channel-like features have been observed in the

Sækatchewan mines. Some of them are filled with Dawson Bay type material. Geologists belie-
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ve that these channels were created on the surface of the Prairie Evaporite Formation by rivers,

prior to the deposition of Red Bed sediments.

In a leached zone sylvite is absent or partially removed. The leached zones are

believed to have been created in depressions on a surface of regular sedimentation sequence due

to lowering of the local water table, or due to tÏe accumulation of water unsaturated in sylvite,

but saturated in halite.

Recemented and recrystalltzed breccias of sylvite, halite, fragmented clay, and

Dawson Bay sediments from above are known as collapse structures. Presence of Dawson Bay

material in these features indicate that post-Prairie Evapo¡ite solution events caused the upper

strata to collapse into the ore zone.

2,5 VIRGIN STRESS

Theoretically, at a subsurface point, vertical total normal stress,

øz = ^Yz

where 7 is the unit weight of the rock mass and z is the depth below the ground surface.

Assuming a plane strain condition and linear elastic behaviou¡ of the rock mass, the horizontal

principal stress o*, is

o* = {vl(L-v)\o,

where, v is the Poisson's ratio of the rock mass.

In reality, the state of stress in a rock mass can vary spatially due to both the presence of

geologic structural features, such as folding, faults and variation in material properties,as well

as the tectonic history of the region. For instance, in Canada's Pre-Cambrian Shield, at a depth

of several hundred meters the horizontal principal stresses are 2-3 times larger than the vertical

13



principal stress.

Saskatchewan potash mining areas, however, are relatively free from significant

geologic structural features,as well as any tectonic activity, both presently and in the past. It,

therefore, seenu likely that the theoretically computed stresses are close to the ones that actually

exist in the Dawson Bay Formation. Owing to the timedependent mechanical properties of

evaporites, it is likely that virgin stresses in the potash ore zone are hydrostatic. However, in

order to obtain more reliable estimates of the state of virgin in situ stress, it is essential to

conduct field measurements.

2.6 MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Rock masses are complex materials, and are generally heterogeneous and

anisotropic. Depending on rock type, stress and temperature, their behaviour can range from

brittle on one hand to ductile on the other.

Standard laboratory testing, performed by several researchers (e.g., Kroll, 1987)

on samples from various strata from the Saskatchewan potash mining region, show wide varia-

tions in material properties. These wide variations caused by inherent heterogeneities in the rock

mass (which necessitate a large number of samples to provide a representative mean value), the

biases in the data base (e.g., a weak core may not suwive preparation procedures), and, above

all, the limited access to the non-evaporite strata, make the evaluation of material properties

diffrcult. These problems are particularly acute in the case of the Dawson Bay Formation as

there are no accessible excavations in that Formation. Further, core drilling upwards into the

Dawson Bay Formation from mine openings has frequently been prevented because of the

concern about mine flooding. Under these circumstances, a composite of laboratory data where

L4



available and assumed values based on the experience and judgement is the best that can be

achieved. One such tabulation (Iable 2.1) has been given by Sepehr(1988).
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CHAPTER 3

MIMNG METHODS

3.l INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, only a brief account of the development of the mining methods in

Saskatchewan will be presented. A detailed fteatment can be found in Molavi (1987). All potash

mines in Saskatche\ryan, with the exception of Rocanville, which is one of the latest to go into

production, started their underground workings with a conventional room and pillar method.

This method was adopted from New Mexico and West German potash mines, in which the pillars

had either square or rectangular configuration.

However, very early in mining, safety and problems of low productivity led the potæh

producers of Saskatchewan to seek alternative methods. They found that the old system was not

applicable to their particular setting. The principal reasons for the eventual abandonment of this

system were the greater mining depths, thin saltback, and the presence of clay seams within and

above the ore body.

3.2 MINING METHODS

Theoretical principles of mine dæign bæed on laboratory testing of elastic

material, including photo-elastic experiments, postulate vertical stress peaks near the walls and

t7
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horizontal stress peaks near the roof and the floor of underground opening. Connecting these

peals tangentially results in a "stress envelope" around the mine opening @aar, L97l).

According to Serata (1968), creep would be restricted to the interior of such theoretical stress

envelopes. Outside, the rock would remain elastic and would provide for stable conditions. This

concept, known as st¡ess relief theory, states that wider rooms generate a larger stress envelope

a¡ound the opening, consequently creating a greater stress relieved zone in the roof and the floor

of the opening. This situation pertains if the ground is competent and there are no planes of

weakness above and below. Originally, this concept was applied in the Saskatchewan potash

mines. Fig. 3.1 shows that an increased in room size would create a larger stress envelope and

hence a larger relaxed zone in the vicinity of the opening, yielding improved conditions in the

roof and floor.

One step beyond this is the time-control technique which, as the name signifies,

requires sequentiai excavation of parallel openings. This technique utilizes small yielding pillars

to improve strata control. These pillars in the mined panels are meant to yield and over a period

of time, transfer their load to the adjacent stiffer, or abutment pillars. In one application of this

method, two openings are created at some distance apart to form their own stress envelopes with

a strain hardened pillar in between. After a certain period of time, a third room is excavated

through the strain ha¡dened ground. Once the inner opening has been created the yield pillars

fail, forming a larger stress envelope and thus generating a stable central entry Gig. 3.2). This

method is used in sequential cutting of three, four and five entry system. Generally, in

successful use of this technique, the outside entries are cut first, yield pillars are left in between,

and finally the middle entry, or entries, are excavated (Fig. 3.3). The t¡ansfer of load from yield

pillars, with crushing and shedding of their load, causes the outside entries, which are no longer

in use, to collapse. This technique is not recommended for mines with upper strata containing

water.

18
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Fig. 3.3 Two protected rooms provided by four and five room entry system, Time-control
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Another application of the time-control approach is in bi-level mining for the

recovery of two seams, though presently, it is in an experimental stage.

The principal advantages of the time-control technique over the conventional room

and pillar method are more stable backs, more time for installation of conveyor belts, shops and

alternative means of exit, less floor heave, less cleaning up of loose slabs, unrestricted ventilation

passages, and increased mine life. Additionally, increased extraction results from bi-level

mining.

Today, out of eight operating mines in Saskatchewan, the conventional room and

pillar method is used by none. Three of the five operating Saskatoon mines employ time-control

technique using a chevron pattern Gig.3.a). A fourth Saskatoon mine, Cominco Fertilizers Ltd.,

uses a variation of the stress relief method 

- 
the parallel room technique (Fig.3.5). This

techniquerequires excavation ofseveral rooms separated by yield pillars. It generates an advanc-

ing, increasingly larger st¡ess envelope to provide protection for the latest room being excavated

at the expense of the deterioration of the earlier ones. The limiting factor is unfavourable ground

in the roof. The remaining mines produce using a long room and pillar method. Though the

basic principle of stress-relief is utilized here, the openings are not designed to collapse

intentionally as in the case of time-control. This technique is better suited for the cæe where the

Dawson Bay Formation is wet.

The mining methods employed in the Saskatchewan potash mines are the results

of years of patient trial-and-error. New methods, e.g., bi-level mining, are being experimented

with. This is a continuing process as new methods are being sought to increase extraction and

safety.
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3.3 CONVERGENCE OF OPENINGS

As discussed in the previous section, according to the theoretical principles of

mine design, creep would be ¡estricted to the rock inside the stress envelope. Outside the stress

envelope the rock would remain in an elastic state. This design method states that the mine

opening reaches a stable condition with the total convergence approaching the ultimate value

beyond which no further closu¡e is possible (Serata, 1968).

Strain-hardening of sait and potash observed in laboratory tests, which lead to the

assertion of a stable condition with maximum possible closure, has not been validated by in situ

data. Salt and potash are not affected by strain-hardening, as wÍrs demonstrated by in situ tests

using a sealed borehole section to create differential stress @aar, l9'lI). Also, strain-hardening

of the sample in the laboratory due to rapid loading makes the determination of the limits of

elastic behaviour of sait and potash very difficult. According to Baar (I971), the true elastic

limits of virgin sait and potash is less than 1 MPa, which is one order less than the reported

laboratory value.

The virgin stress field in the potash mining areas is assumed to be hydrostatic,

the stresses being determined by the dead weight of the overburden. As a mine opening is

created, the original stresses perpendicular to the opening surfaces are lowered to atmospheric

pressure. The salt and potash, as a result, begin to creep into the opening, tending to re-establish

a local hydrostatic stress condition.

In a mine, at the surface of a new excavation, where stresses are removed in one

direction, stress relief creep starts. As a result, the stresses in the two other mutually perpen-

dicular directions are lowered, and consequently a partial stress relieved zone in the next layer

of rock behind the surface is created. This establishes a chain-reaction affecting rocks at greater

distances by stress relief creep into the opening.
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In theory, it is possible to support the total overburden by stable pillars, which

have been designed so that no horizontal creep occurs in the centre of pillars. Although, verticai

creep above and below the opening allows horizontal creep in corresponding areas above and

below the pillars, it has no direct influence on overburden support.

However, the large extent of creep zones in actual pillars makes the design of

stable pillars elusive unless the extraction ratios were reduced far below the economic limit

@aar, 197 1). A uniform stress gradient cha¡acterizes the horizontal dimension of the creep zone.

Near-hydrostatic local stresses increase from near zeÍo at the walls to high values outside the

creep zone at the centre of the pillar where the vertical stress depends on local overburden loads.

In practice, creep zones overlap in pillars rendering the horizontal creep a function of the load

on the pillars. The resulting constant pillar loads lead to constant creep rates. This would cause

constant vertical closure rate as observed in the IMC mines (Figs. 3.6 and 3.7). An important

rock mechanics consequence of this phenomenon is the deflection of the brittle dolomites and

limestones of the Dawson Bay Formation just above the salt and potash in the form of

continuously increasing subsidence.
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Fig. 3.7 Vertical closure of rooms in relation to the development of the mined-our area

shown in Fig. 3.6. Creep curves identified with the same numbers for the

respective locations shown in Fig. 3.6. R : rilief creep terminated at the
respective mine. Begin of pitlar re-loading indicated by increasing creep rates

(after Baar, l97L)-
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CHAPTER 4

MIMNG-]NDUCED SEISMICITY

4.1 HISTORY OF MINING-INDUCED SEISMICITY

Southern Saskatchewan is a region of low level natural seismicity. Since 1968,

a number of earthquakes have been located instrumentally, with the largest event having mag-

nitude 3.7 on the Richter Scale. On the record, however, the largest known event, a magnitude

5.5 on the Richter Scale, was felt in this region. This event was not located instrumentally; its

epicentre, shown on Fig. 4.1, represents the approximate location.

These natural earthquakes have been distributed in two zones. One is part of a

larger zone extending into northeast Montana (Fig. 4.1), while the other is approximately along

the northern limit of the Prairie Evaporite Formation, north and eæt of the Saskatchewan-Ester-

hazy region Sigs.2.2 and 4.1). Both those zones are outside the potash mining districs.

Since 1976, earthquakes have also been detected in the potash mining districts of

Saskatchewan. Twenty three events of magnitude greater than2.3 have been identif,ied over or

very close to mined areas. Geophysical investigations by mining companies and university

researchers ( e.g. Horner, 1983; Gendzwill, 1983) have established beyond reæonable doubt that

these events are (a) mining-induced, and @) are associated with a 30 - 40 m thick sequence of

limestones and dolomites approximately 30 m above the potash workings, which forms the inter-

mediate roof of the mine excavations (Fig. 2.1).

Five of the nine conventional mines (eight operating and one abandoned) in the
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province have generated seismic events large enough to have been felt on surface. These include

the PCS Cory mine 10 km west of Saskatoon, PCA's mine (flooded in 1986 and subsequently

abandoned), 15 km east of Saskatoon, the CCP mine at Colonsay, 60 km eæt of Saskatoon, and

the K-l and K-2 mines of IMC, Esterhazy about 400 km southeast of Saskatoon. The largest

earthquake recorded to date was of magnitude 3.6 on the Richter Scale at the K-2 mine in 1984.

Isoseismal maps of four PCS, Cory mine events are shown in Fig. 4.2. These maps clearly show

that the intensity of major events increases towards the mined out panels. The mo¡e numerous

mic¡oseismic events (magnitude ( 0 on the Richter Scale) are also found to cluster over the

panels that are being actively mined (Fig. a.3). Focal mechanism diagrams of the February 29

and March 18, 1980 events (Fig. a.a) suggest a dip-slip motion downwa¡d towa¡ds the side of

the opening at source.

For all these events there has been are no noticeable immediate damage in the

mines. Although, some of the events generated noise, movements of air and some falls of loose

rocks in the mine, no lasting damage was observed. There have been no reports of rockbursting.

In two of the mines water inflows have taken place some time after a significant event, but a

causal connection hæ not yet been found.

Two conceptuai models for the failure mechanism generating the seismicity have

been proposed to date 

- 
vertical shearing and bedding plane slip 

- 
primarily based on

interpretation of seismological data, but corroborative evidence of either mechanism is lacking.

In the first model, Gendzwill et al. (1982) assumed the roof of the mine opening behaved as a

built-in beam. Accordingly, they pointed out that maximum bending moment and shear stress

developed near the extremities. Finally, they proposed that these would lead to verticai shearing

as shown in Fig. 4.5.

The recorded spectra of the seismic events have lower frequencies than those

reported for rockbursts elsewhere. It hæ been suggested that the lower frequencies are due to
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either band limiting by the recording system or to absorption by the rock, or both. Gendzwill

and prugger (1987), however, emphasized the fact that the frequency data used for comparison

were from "hard" rock mines. They assumed that the failure mechanism in Saskatchewan potash

mines is different from ¡ockbursts in "hard" rock mines. Consequently, the second mechanism

proposed is failure along the bedding surface induced by flexurai strain (Fig. 4.6) with "failure"

occurring ove¡ almost the entire mining panel. It should be noted that the postulated relative

motion contradicts that established by Gendzwill et al. (1982) using their focal mechanism diagr-

am.

4.2 THE PHENOMENON OF SEISMICITY

In this Section, the phenomenon of seismicity is briefly discussed and it is shown

that the magnitude of strain energy in the rock mass and the rate at which it is released are major

factors in determining the occurrence and magnitude of seismic events, whether natural or man-

made.

A seismic event is the manifestation of a disturbance of a state of unstable equilibrium.

In the case of unstable equilibrium, energy is extracted from a system when it is slightly dis-

turbed, æ opposed to the stable equilibrium situation, where energy must be provided to sustain

displacement. In Fig. 4.7(a), the hanging slab will eventually come to rest in its originai vertical

position if it is subjected to tilting. On the other hand, the slab in Fig. 4.7þ) will topple and

kinetic energy will be developed if there is the slightest disturbance. In the case of a seismic event

the æsociated seismic energy is extracted from the rock mass. The source of seismic energy is

the strain energy stored in the rock mass Surtounding the centre of the event.

Ortlepp (1983) used a simple mechanical model to explain seismicity resulting
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Fig. 4.7 Simple examples of (a) stable and (b) unstable equilibria.

Fig. 4.8 Quasi-static transition from stable equilibrium to unstable acceleration.



from slip along an existing fracture or fault. A block is placed on a rough surface ffig. a.8) with

a normal force, and a tangential force, applied through an elastic spring. The system maintains

stable equilibrium as long as inequality (4.1) is satisfied.

F = r - psd < 0 (4.1)

where /r, is the static coefficient of friction. As long as the inequality (4.1) holds, r can be

increased gradually without moving the block. However, at the instant of r = pro, the system

will become unstable. At this point, at the slightest attempt to increase r further, the block will

slip. As soon as the block moves, the smaller, dynamic coefficient of friction, p¿ becomes

operative. Consequently, the block will be accelerated by a force of initial value (¡r, - p¿)o. The

block gathers kinetic energy during this acceleration. Additionally, heat energy, created by

movement against the frictional force p.¿o, is dissipated. Here, clearly the strain energy stored

in the spring during the gradual increase of r from zero to F.ø is the source of the kinetic and

heat energy.

A seismic event initiated by shear failure in the rock mass or slip along a

geological weakness is quite anaiogous to this mechanical model. From this analogy, one can

arrive at two important conclusions : (a) if any point in the rock mæs is close to unstable

equilibrium, an instability, in the form of a seismic event, will be initiated by the slightest change

in stress, and 0) the strain energy stored in the ¡ock mass around the region where an event is

initiated is the source of the kinetic energy imparted to the rock particles in the course of

propagating the seismic event. This strain energy is mostly due to strain induced by mining; a

minor part is of geological origin.
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4.3 ENERGY CHANGE DUE TO MINING

In this Section, a fundamentai principle relating to energy change due to mining,

namely the concept of Criticai strain energy release rate with respect to span, will be discussed,

and is application to the problem of excavâting in bedded deposits developed. It is assumed that

the Dawson Bay Formation is a homogeneous, isotropic, constant thickness stratum and that an

opening is mined beneath it (Fig. a.9). During excavation, the surface tractions on the beam

boundaries change from their initial (upper, Pu¡ and lower, P¡) unmined state to the final mined

state (upper, Pu¡ and lower, Pç) æ the beam deflects ffig. a.10). If the opening is created

instantaneously the pre-mining surface tractions will drop to zero aiong the lower surface and the

beam will vibrate before coming to rest. During this dynamic phase, stresses in the beam also

oscillate and at times exceed the static vaiues. The excess energy, manifested as kinetic energy

in the system, is transferred into elætic waves and heat and, if dynamic stresses are suff,rciently

high, by the creation of new surface area by rock fracturing.

If the surface tractions on the lower surface of the beam are reduced gradually

, e.9., support is provided during deflection, then work is done against the support and the

amount of energy released is reduced.

As well as energy release there is also energy storage around an opening. For

a linear elastic body it can be shown that this stored strain energy is equal to the released energy.

The expressions for the energy release and strain energy stored by a beam which is suddenly

undermined are derived fully in Appendix - IV. Large excavations are, however, not made i-

nstantaneously, so what is of greater interest is the energy release for the next increment in span.

Derivation for energy release rates with respect to span have been derived for

circular, sphericai and ellipticai openings in isotropic, homogeneous rock @rady and Brown,

1985) but not for a rectangular elastic roof beam. In Appendix - IV the strain energy and
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energy release rates are derived for the case of rectangular elastic slab representing the

undermined Dawson Bay Formation.

The concept of energy release rate has been applied as a measure of potentiality

of mining-induced seismicity, particularly in South Africa where it is used as a tool in mining

layout design for deep level gold mines. Fig. 4.11 illustrates relationship between computed

energy release rate and the severity of rock bursts in the form of damaging bursts per 1000 cu.m.

of mining advance. This frgure represents South African experience from longwall mining in very

strong quartzites.

Fig. 4.12 shows plots of energy release rate vs. span for a 50 m long room. The

excavation height (3 m) used is typical of Saskatchewan mining practice. The excavation depth

used in this analysis was 1000 m, while the unit weight of rock was 0.027 MN/m3. The elastic

moduli and poisson's ratios of the Dawson Bay rock beam and potash abutment were 35 GPa

and 0.25, and2.5 GPa and 0.3 respectively.

As briefly describe in 4.2, rock has a capacity to absorb strain energy up to a

certain critical rate, beyond which violent failure is likely. From Fig. 4.12, it can be inferred

that violent failure in the Dawson Bay Formation will occur with limited warning because of the

very Stfong sensitivity of energy release fate to increase in mining span.

In order to predict seismicity from the calculated energy release rate, it is

necessary to have a knowledge of the corresponding critical value established for a given mining

regime, as has been done in for deep level gold mining in South Africa. No work has been c-

a¡ried out to determine such limits for the Saskatchewan potash mines. This study represents the

first attempt to employ energy concepts to the problem of mining-induced seismicity in

Saskatchewan.

However, for interest, one can apply the critical energy release rate for South

Africa gold mining to the Saskatchewan situation. One must be careful not to draw too close a
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comparison between these rwo cases because the ground conditions and mining methods a¡e

different, but it is interesting to note a seismic severity of "negligible to slight" corresponding

to the energy release rate estimated for the Dawson Bay Formation from the new theory. The

actual comparison are below :

From Fig. 4.12, for a single span of 50 m, strain energy release rate per unit span increase for

the whole excavation height of 3 m and a excavation length of 50 m Bo, it

E5o = 1450 MJ/m

Therefore, for the same geometry of the opening, strain energy release rate per unit span per unit

length per unit excavation height E'is

Es = 10 MJ/m3

Putting the above value on the abscissa of Fig. 4.11, one finds the number of damaging burst of

0.1/1000 m3 or, negligible on the ordinate.

For a typical panel length of 1200 m, span of 50 m and height of 3 m, the

volume of excavated rock V, is

V = 150000 m3

Using this volume the number of rockbursts per panel N, is

N = (0.1 x 150000)/1000 = 15

This number representing a seismic severity of negligible to slight appears to match that observed

in the Saskatchewan potash mining district.



CHAPTER 5

ROCK MECHANICS APPROACH

The subject of rock mechanics, as applied to mining engineering practice, is a

study of the performance of rock structures generated by mining activity. Together with soil

mechanics, it belongs to a broader discipline called geomechanics. Although both subjects share

some basic principles, contrary to a tendency to regard their relationship otherwise, there are key

issues which clearly distinguish rock mechanics from soil mechanics. While the failure process

in intact rock involves fracture mechanisms such as crack generation and growth in a pseudo-con-

tinuum, failure of an element in soil does not affect the mechanical integrity of individual grains.

Soils have relatively low elastic moduli, and are subject to relatively low states of stress in their

operating engineering environment. The opposite is generally true for rock. The material per-

meability of soils is relatively high compared with intact rock. In most rock formations, fluid

flow occurs through cracks, fissures and channels, whereas in soils, fluid movement involves

pore space networks.

Rock mechanics constitutes the conceptual base for the understanding, prediction,

and control of rock behaviour during mining activity.

Under the action of mining-induced forces, the adjacent country rock moves

towards the mined opening. The surface forces acting through the induced displacements result

in an increase of strain energy in the rock mass. The strain energy is stored locally, in zones of

increased stress concentration. Rock displacement of engineering consequence may involve such

processes as slip, fracture of intact rock, or unstable failure in the system. The last process is

expressed physically as a sudden release of stored potential energy in the form of a seismic event.



Popular existing models for the rock mechanics analysis of mine excavations

include :

(a) Theory of openings in an infinite elastic medium,

1b) Elastic beam theory,

(c) Linear arching theory, and

(d) Numerical solutions.

The theory for an opening in an infinite elastic medium, through analytical or

photo-elastic studies, can be useful in identiffing those zones around the excavation where the

stress concentrations are the highest, as well as assessing the effect of changing opening shape

on the distribution of stresses around the excavation. This theory, however, assumes the rock

mass to be a homogeneous body, and is hence not very suitable for stratified sedimentary rock

masses.

The elastic beam theory is most relevant to the bedded roof problem. With the

creation of an underground opening, the roof of the excavation resembles a beam until tensile

cracking of the lower fibres at the midspan occurs. This theory is valid up to this point. What

transpires after the advent of the midspan crack is beyond description by beam theory. However,

for horizontal strata, the development of a flat or linear arch has been postulated by various

authors. An idealization of a linea¡ arch is shown in Fig. 5.1, where vertical load is being

carried by horizontal thrust developed due to arching action. It has been shown by Sepehr and

Stimpson (1988) that a linear arch can also develop even if the rock layer has vertical cross-joint-

s. Linear arching can occur even in a very fractured rock (Sterling,1977). There exists ample

physical evidence of such linear arches in underground excavations as well (e.g. Sterling, 1977).

Thus, it appears that the theory of linea¡ arching is the best approach for modelling a bedded

excavation roof.
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Previous resea¡ch of the linear arch has mostly concentrated on matching the

theory to the behaviour of model beams in the linear range below ultimate load. Sterling (1977)

wæ the first to study linear arching action at and beyond ultimate load. However, the purpose

of Sterling's work was to formulate a design equation using an ultimate load approach to the

strength of the linea¡ arch.

The provision of fairly simple idealized models, such as beam theory and linear

arch theory, does not preclude the use of sophisticated numerical techniques for mining excava-

tions. However, the use of numerical models in most rock mechanics problems involving mining

is stitl supplementary to experience. Even if the expertise to carry out the sophisticated rock

modelling numerical program is available, the sketchy knowledge-base of the material properties

and geometry of the rock mass does not permit one to take full advantage of this powerful analyt-

ical tool. The inherent variability of material properties and geometry of the rock mass, in most

cases, makes it difficult, and not to mention, expensive, to obtain the detailed data needed as

input in the numerical model.

In the present study, the writer considered two possible causal explanations of

seismicity in the Dawson Bay Formation. These are: (a) Failure along bedding planes and 0)

Ultimate failure of a linear arch. To examine the plausibility and scope of (a), a new anal¡ical

rock mechanics model based on elastic beam theory were developed. The other hypothesis in-

volved laboratory experiments, in which the linear arch was modelled by a rock beam loaded to

ultimate failure in a specially designed testing frame. Finally, numerical analysis was also

employed to corroborate the experimental results.



CHAPTER 6

ANALYTICAL MODEL

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The objective of this part of the research was to develop an analytical model for

studying the response of the Dawson Bay Formation to potash mining beneath. This model was

employed to examine the potential for failure along bedding planes as a source of seismicity in

the Dawson Bay Formation as it deflects in response to potash extraction. Owing to the load

transference due to the excavation opening, a non-uniform loading for this problem is assumed'

Fig. 6.1 shows a widely accepted conception of distribution of vertical stress around an opening.

Here, stress rapidty increases from a very low value at the wall of the opening to a peak at the

end of the yield zone flanking the wall, and then reduces gradually towards the overburden stress.

Hence, for analytical purposes the Dawson Bay Formation was modelled as a beam resting on

a deformable abutment "clamped" by these abutment normal stresses, and an elastic solution was

sought.

The theory for an elastic beam resting on elastic supports, based on the

differential equarion of the elastic line has been derived by Stephansson (1971). Both thin beam

(span/thickness ratio > 5) and thick beam (span/thickness ratio between 2 and 5) formulations

'were presented in that paper. However, as Sheorey (1972) pointed out, a similar thin beam

formularion by Alder (1961) and thick beam formulations by Tincelin and Sinou (1960) and Hofer

and Menzel (1963) have been attempted .
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Fig. 6.1 Vertical normal stress redistribution around mining panel ( A 
- 

mining panel; B

- 
flanking abutment stress).
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In all these cases, a uniformly distributed load was used. Moreover, there was a

crucial error in deriving the above thick beam equation (first recognized by Sheorey, 7972),

rendering it incorrect.

In this study, a theory for the elastic beam on elastic supports, based on the

differential equation of the elastic line has been derived for a general variable load, and

has been adopted as the analytical model for simulating the response of the Dawson Bay

Formation to potash mining. Both thin beam and thick beam formulations have been

derived. Consideration of two different elastic moduli for the beam has been made. The

complete derivation is included in Appendix - I.

6.2 NEW FORMULATON FOR EIASTIC BEAM/SUPPORT PROBLEM

For the model, the horizontally bedded Dawson Bay Formation above the potash

mining horizon, deemed the source of mining induced seismicity, is assumed to act as an

elastic beam supported on elastic abutments of potash, with frictionless surfaces of contact

between the abutments and the bottom layer of the beam (Fig. 6.2)- With the creation of

a rectangular opening, a new vertical normal stress distribution on the abutment results.

For this analytical model, the vertical normal stress distribution has been defined as a

general analytical expression that takes into account the load transfer due to the creation

of the opening as well as the yielding close to the wall of the opening (Fig. 6.3). Finally,

computer programs in BASIC were written to implement this model. A listings of the

programs is presented in Appendix - II.



Fig. 6.2 Idealization of potash mine excavation-
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6.2.1, CLANTPING LOAD OVER ABUTMENT

In this section, the equation representing the vertical stress distribution over the

abutment after mining of a rectangular opening, is derived. The distribution of stress due

to an opening may be given by (Fig. 6.4) :

y"=p+c*Lö (-*sx<o)
where,

P = load on beam over the opening.

C and ,1" are constants.

@x=0,

Y" : PY.

(6.1)

(6.2)

where,

Y. = maximum stress concentration

The expression for Y, appropriate for the case of potash mines of Saskatchewan, is given

in Appendix - III.

From Eqns. (6.1) and (6.2) :

PY-=P+C

Theretbre,

C=P(Y,-1) (6-3)

Another fuction (Fig. 6.5), which compensates for the effects of yielding, has been defined

by the fbllowing equation :

Y,=(S"-p)-SefuK (-*sx<0) (6.4)
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Let,

@x=0,

Y,:-PY,+Po

where,

S" = overburden load

Po:load@x=0

From eqns. (6.4) and (6.5) :

-PY.+Po:$-P-S

or, S=S,+PY.-P-P"

Let,

@x:-L,,

Y,=-PY,+M,S"

where,

0<M,<1

From eqns. (6.6) and (6.7), @ x : - L, :

X=M"S"+S,-P-S-P,

From eqn. (6.4), @ x = - L,:

X:S"-P-Sél"L"

From eqns. (6.8) and (6.9) :

_1 r
se'"'"' = s + Po - M.s,

¿.=in( s+p"-r\4s

It is widely accepted that the effect of an opening will

distance greater than five times its radius.

(6.s)

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

(6.e)

or, (6.10)

become negligible at a



Therefbre, from Fig. 6.4 :

ro r+C"t¡a* -aA.z*':J.,. (

: ClL"

Also, from Fig.6-4,

ÂAr = 2Pr

And from Fig. 6-5 :

(6.i1)

(6.12)

AA5 :(S+PY,-P (s,-p-s"¿ð¡o*

oÍ, À4, : 5PY.r - 5PJ¡ + S/1., (6.13)

The total redistributed load must be equal to the total vLgn load which existed before the

creation of the opening. Hence, from Figs. 6.4 and 6-5 :

(Â4, + AA,) + A& = (0.5*AA1 + 
^4,) 

+ (^Ao + 
^,As)

or, À43 : 0.5*^41 + AAs

Now, from eqns. (6.11), (6.72), (6.13) and (6.14) :

CD"":, Pr * 5PY,r - 5P"r + S/1"

Therefore,

(6.14)

e")o5r - 
Jo.

c7"
1"

Now, from

follows :

- sPY,r,l", * Pr,t,

eqns. (6.1) and (6.4), the

+s-5PJ"

distribution of ciamping

(6.15)

load Y, can be found as

Y'=Y"+Y,

- s" - s"tr'* + c"trJ (6.16)



In the following sections solutions are derived for the differential equation of both

thin and thick beams resting on deformable abutments, with abutment vertical stress

distribution or " clamping load " as defined in eqn. (6.16).

6.2.2 THIN BEAM

The differential equation of a thin beam over a deformable abutment (Fig. 6.2) for

the defined clamping load (eqn. 6.1,6) :

dtu ].x )"xK *C"Y=S"-Se'+Ce-
drj

dt S" ).x ).x
or. --:. +a\= ^ -Se +Ce'diluu

where,

EI
'f/ _

1--uz

D3
T--12

D = thickness of beam

E : elastic modulus of beam

v : Poisson's ratio of beam

. C.. . 1./+"- )(-¿ - \ --w

Cu=

tr:

D"=

D^(1 - v"2)

elastic modulus of abutment

thickness of abutment

(6.17\



?" : Poisson's ratio of abutment

From eqn. (6.17) :

Complementary functio¡ = (A,Sinax + Blcosøx)e.' + C,Sinøx

+ D,Cosøx)e*"

Particular integral = + + AeiJ+ B.trJ
uu

where,

^- 
S

'a - - -E¡T-e-

C
D_rr- IÕf,4+c;

:. y - (A,Sinax + B,Cosarx)e"" * (C,Sinøx + D,füsøx)e*"

*å+Ae¿'x+eJ¿
uu

But,asx*Q,y=ÅC

Hence, y = A,Sinøxe"* + Blcos¿rxed + + + AelJ + BeiJ(-'

dtu
K'j. = P

cDc

ÞcLet,y: *+*+ L,x3+N,x2+tanp1 *yt

syr=Br*tC+A+B

tanQr= a(4, + B,) + 19+ ),"8

(6.18)

(6.1e)

The differential equation for a thin beam over the opening is as follows :

Successively differentiating eqns. (6.19) and (6.21), and equatinE @ x = 0, the

integration constants of eqn. (6.21) have been found :

(6.20)

(6.21)

(6.22)

(6.23)



1

N, = 7 (htA, + 1"zA +,¡""r8)

, _1rnL, = 6lht(A, - B,) +,1'3A + Â"tB)]

From eqns. (6.22) and (6.23) :

1 S.,
A, = a ltanQ, - a (y, -a) + A(a -,1") + B(a - )"")

q
Br:Yr ä A.B

But, shearing force,

r=-K tl
dx'

Sv Pl
tancþ, = h (y, - * - A - B) + ¿"4 + r."8 W

(6.24)

(6.2s)

Successively differentiating eqn. (6.21) and equating with eqn. (6.28) @ x : 0 :

T=-6KLr

Again,@x=0,

DI
ll , 1-t=f+T"

where,

I = beam span

T" : contribution by variable load over the abutment

Inspecting eqn. (6.12) :

Tc=-K(r.,34+¿.38)

Therefore, from eqns. (6-29), (6.30) and (6.31) :

PI
i=-Ka3(A'-B')

(6.2e)

(6.30)

(6.31)

(6.32)

Substituting the values of A, and B, from eqns. (6.22) and (6.23) in eqn. (6.31) :

(6.26)

(6.27)

(6.28)

(6.33)



It is known that, @ x = ll2, * = O'oy

Dit'ferentiating eqn. (6.21) and equating with eqn. (6.33) @

x=U2:

Pla.,ß, s
y' : -î:r- + fr + A(1 - ß, + B(1 - r],)

where,

Over opening :

Deflection = lro*+ L,x3 * Nrxz * tan@, * ,, - !*

3K Px
Maximum horizontal shear stresr = - 2D 

( ç + 6L, )

ourermosr fibre srress = = ff (+* 6L,x + 2N1)

(6.34)

ßr= 1216+\la+Llaz

ßz=

al+2

L"+11,212+121"318

ß¡=

azl * ?n,

L"+l7"zl2+124"318
azl + ?n

Having derived all the constants, the deflection over the opening as well as the

abutment can be obtained using eqns. (6.19) and (6.21). However, these equations include

the deformation of the abutment, S,/C,, which was present before the opening was created.

Hence, to obtain the deflection due to the creation of the opening the term S"/C" has to

be subtracted from the right-hand side of eqns. (6.19) and (6.21). The equations to calculate

detlection, horizontal shear stress and outermost fibre stress for both the beam above the

opening (ll2 > x > 0) as well as over the abutment (-co > ¡ ) 0) are given below :

(6.3s)

(6.36)

(6.37)

(6.38)



Over the abutment :

Deflection: ArSinaxe'" + BrCosøxe* + Ae¿ð+ BetrJ

Maximum horizonral shear srress = ;å [hr(Ar- B,)Cosøxe*

-ht(A, + B,)Sinøxe" + )""' AJ.K+ r."rBelJ]

Outermost fibre stress = =ff{*i{,Cosøxe* - ?n2}rStnæxe"

3T d2
Shear stress, z, = 3D G - ,, )

(6.3e)

+ A"2Ae1ð + J""rBeLö¡ (6.41)

6.2.3 THTCK BEAM

In thin beam, the deformation due to built-up shear stress is negligible. For a thick

beam, however, the influence of shear stress can no longer be disregarded, and the

deformation curve is regarded as the sum of the curvature due to bending moment and

that due to shear.

For a small element of thick beam (Fig. 6.6),

(6.40)

(6.42)

where,

d = distance from the neutral axis

z = distance between the neutral axis and outer boundary

Shear modulus, G



(s - se¿J + ce¿J( )dx

M(
) 

M+dM

T+dT

Fig. 6.6 Forces exerted on a small element of a thick beam-



From Fig. 6.ó, summation of vertical forces :

T - (T + dT) * C"yrdx - (S, - S"h + Ce¿J;dx : 0

where,

y3 = deflection of lowest fibre of thick beam over

abutment

= deflection of thin beam over abutment

= Arsinøxe* * B,cosaxeox . å * e"1** gJo

dT ).x Ax
Therefore, C"y3-(S,-Se "-Ce - 

)
dx

From eqns. (6.42) and (6.43), the shearimg strain y, is

3T(L + v) d2(1--;')4t 
- 

-

t- 2DE

Therefore, the slope of the deflection curve due to shear,

dyo 3T(I + v) d2

d* =-----ñ-¡t-l)

where,

yr = deflection due to shear

Hence, the curvature produce by shear is

* = A# o _ 
å\c.y, _ 1s" _ sJr + c"¿"* )l

If y is the total det-lection, then the total curvature is

(6.44)

(6.4s)

(6.46)

(6.47)

d? _ dry, d)o
dxr--E - dx,



...y=y3+y4

= (4, . #-)sinaxe- + (8, - u#')cosøxe*

+(A1 + --¡i\ "f 
)"¿o* 1u " $f - +i).^o

S.,I __l'cu

whete,

(6.4e)

3(1. +v) d2.
À:-¡7- ¡l" 2DE

Hence, above the abutment the deflection can be obtained using eqn. (6-49).

To calculate the deflection over the opening, eqn. (6.36) has to be used after

redefining yr, tanQt N1 and Lr accordingly (Appendix - Ð.

Unlike thin beam theory, though more accurate , the thick beam formulation can

only be used to calculate deflection for a particular fiber. In thick beam formulation the

deflection is a function of shear stress, which varies from fibre to fibre, as well (6.49).

Hence, in order to obtain the deflection one has to define the position of the point by its

distance from the neutral axis.

6.2.4 RELATTVE SLIP

Two elastic beam of equal thickness and elastic properties laid one over the other

will deflect equally under load. For smalll deflections, the shear displacement, i.e., slip along

the interface (Fig. 6.7) is given by :



\!/2

Fig. 6.7 Slip between two beams of equal thickness and properties.



dv:D-=-
dx

(6.s0)

(6.51)

(6.s3)

y : vertical displacement

The relative slip, ô, between the bedding planes is

given by

d:ô,-ð,

where,

ô, = slip of the upper beam along the interface

ôz = slip of the lower beam along the interface

From Fig.(6.7) and eqn. (6.50) :

dvô,=D-i- clx

dv
ô"--D-:"dx

Hence eqn. (6.51) reduces to

dv
ò =2D--dy

(6.s2)

The relative slip over opening and over the abutment were derived. These are given

in the eqns. (6.53), (6.54) and (6.55) below :

Over opening:

Over the abutment :

Thin beam :

ô = D(# * 3L,x2 t 2N,x + tanQ,)

ô = D[a(At + Bt)Cosøxe"" + a(41 - B,)Sinøxe""

+ )""eJö+ ¿.BJrl (6.s4)



+(,1"8 -r +Å *^þlJ* (6.ss)

6.2.5 EFFECT OF DIFFERENCE IN YOLTNG'S MODULUS IN COMPRESSION

AND TENSION

For some rocks, it is probable that the compressive Young's modulus, E", is greater

than tensile Young's modulus, Fa'. However, classical the formulation of the deflection of

a beam allows only the use of one Young's modulus, i.e., E6, and S. is assumed equal to

Ec. This assumption results in decreased deflection and increased stresses compared to

the case where E" > &. To obtain the true deflection in the deformation analysis of a

rock beam one should use the average modulus, E"", which is given by the following eqn.

(6.56) after Jaeger and Cook (1978) :

4E^E-!3v ({E + 1&)t

Fig. 6.8(a) shows a beam of rectangular cross section having two elastic moduli, E"

and &'. This beam is equivalent to the transformed beam i( Fig. 6.8(b)] with uniform

Young's modulus Q., but an increased width b'.

From Fig. 6.8, the relationship between the elastic moduli and sections are :

(6.s6)



Ec
._.1

I

- i-'
Ft4

N.A 
-,X

Fig. 6.8 (a) A beam of rectangular cross section with Young's modulus in compression, E6,

greater than in tension, &.. (b) The transformed section of the beam (after
Jaeger and Cook, 1976).



b/b' = Ec/Eq: (hrft.)t

h. = ht(&Æ.)u

From Fig. 6.8, beam thickness D, is

D:h.¡+h.

From eqns. (6.58) and (6.59) :

,{E"
hr=D(

'{E. + {&
And,

L _ ,l E^nc=D(¡E;1q_)

Now, to obtain the true stresses the following equations are necessary :

Horizontal tensile stress o'o is

ãrDt¡*= O*-ñ

where,

øx = uncorrected tensile stress

Horizontal compressive stress Õ'o, is

D
o'*L : o" 

2b,.

(6.s7)

(6.s8)

(6.se)

(6.60)

(6.61)

(6.62)

(6.63)

6.2.6EFTECT OF VERTICAL, DISCONTINUOUS JOINTING IN THE DAWSON BAY

FORMATON BEAM ON ROCK MASS DEFORMABILITY IN TENSION AND

COMPRESSION

Vertical, discontinuous jointing in the Dawson Bay Formation is known to

occur- A model is proposed below for estimating the influence of this jointing on the
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moduli of deformation in tension and compression. In the following analysis (Stimpson and

Ahmed, 1987), it is proposed that the joints act as long, narrow, elliptical cracks that, prior

to mining, are essentially closed under the action of the lrirg,n lateral stresses and/or by

crystallization of carbonate minerals and halite. However, as the limestone beam deflects

in response to undermining, compressive and tensile stresses will be induced- For areas

under increased compression the effective Young's modulus will be the same as that of the

intact rock since it is assumed that the joints are closed. This assumption makes the analysis

a bounding or "worst" case, since the¡e is likely some additional capacity for joint closure

under the action of increased compressive stresses above the vfugin levels. Sections of the

rock beam that experience reducing compressive stresses and, in some areas eventually go

into tension, will respond under conditions of a lowe¡ Young's modulus as the narrow

closed elliptical cracks open up. For this model the Young's moduli for compressive

unloading and for tensiie ls¿ding (&) are smaller than the Young's modulus for compres-

sive loading (Es). Also, F,r of the rock mass (þ¡-) will be smaller than F.r of the intact rock

(E".). A model is proposed below for determining the ratio Eon/F-t*.

Jaeger and Cook (1970) derive an equation for the Young's modulus of a plate, S',

length l, width b, and thickness t, containing a single elliptical crack parallel to the side b

and acted upon by a tensile stress parallel to the length I (Fig. 6.9). They show that the

effective Young's modulus of this plate in tension, S', is given by :

of,

where,

&=El(1 +?stczhl

F,lE4=1'+?'czhl 6.e)

E = intact modulus in tension (uncracked rock)

c = half crack length



T
I
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õt
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al"

Fig. 6.9 Plate under tension containing a single nafrow, elliptical crack .

j
b

_t

þ- I --_¡

1,"
----- -- 

J

o õ

Idealized rock mass with uniform joint pattern normal to tensile loading (after
Stimpson and Ahmed, 1987).



This model was developed for the study of the effect of microcracking on rock

moduli, but for the purposes of this study it is assumed that the narrow elliptical cracks

represent macro-joints.

Fig. 6.10 shows an idealized model of a rock mass with a uniform joint pattern

comprising joints of length 2c, with spacing normal and parallel to the direction of jointing

of I and b, respectively. This rock mass may be divided into a series of blocks, side b, length

l, unit thickness, each one containing a single crack (Fig. 6.9). For each such subzone eqn.

6.e) applies and it can further be shown that the modulus of the entire rock block (Fig.

6.10) is the same as the modulus of each subzone.

. For the jointed rock mass E = En. and E = E¡- and therefore, from eqn. (6-6a)

En.Ær-=L+?-ttczlbl (6.6s)

Clearly, Eo.Æ-t- is dependent upon the joint pattern, namely, the value b, I and c.

These are not known with any certainty for the Dawson Bay Formation, but for the purpose

of illustration, b = 200 cm, I : 400 cm and c : 50 cm, were assumed. Then, from eqn.

and a 50Vo inqease in c (longer joints), E"lFo- = 4.1. (case 2). An illustration of

sensitivity of Q-',/F.r* to b, l, c is shown in Fig. 6.11.

K¡oll's (1987) tests on intact rock gave a mean of EJ&,of the Dawson Bay

limestone of 1.59. If the efiect of jointing of case 1 is now added, the ratio of Young's

modulus tbr compression to that for tension of the rock mass is :

Ec-Æ4-=1.59*L.2=L.9

The above effect of vertical, discontinuous joints was incorporated in the

computer programs (Appendix - fI), which were employed to calculate the detbmation of

beam.
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CHAPTER 7

BEDDING PLANE FAILURE

T,l INTRODUCTION

In the last Chapter new formulations for a beam resting on deformable abutments

under a non-uniform abutment "clamping load" were derived. In this chapter the new theory is

applied to the problem of a beam with (a) a frictionless and (b) a perfectly cemented centroidal

horizontal plane.

Planes of physical separation aiong bedding surfaces within the Dawson Bay

Formation occur in less massive sequences. For example, weak layers of bitumen/mudstone have

been logged in the core. However, movement along these planes of weakness in response to

mining seems unlikely to lead to significant seismicity because of thei¡ characteristic low shear

strengths æ well as the anticipated small drop in shear resistance from peak to ultimate strength

with shear displacement.

Since the volume of core drilled in the Dawson Bay Formation is minute in

comparison to the total extent of the Formation, one cannot exclude the occu¡rence of

uncemented or cemented bedding plane surfaces in this britrle limestone. Zones of

recrystallization are coÍtmon throughout the dolomitic limestone. Consequently, using the

analytical model developed in Chapter 6, two bounding conditions have been examined : (a)

relative slip along a frictionless bedding surface along the mid-plane of the Dawson Bay rock

beam, and 0) shear stress along a perfectly cemented bedding plane, also at mid-surface. The
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first condition idealizes the Dawson Bay Formation as separated at the middle by a layer having

zero shear strenglh. The second situation, on the other hand, correspond to a homogeneous

Dawson Bay beam. Actual bedding planes will, of course, be neither frictionless nor perfectly

cemented, i.e., the cementing materiai will likely be weaker than the intact rock on either side.

Therefore, the magnitudes of slip and horizontal shear st¡ess predicted by the model will be

higher than the "real" values.

The model employed allows one to use a realistic vertical normal stress that

,,clamps" the Dawson Bay rock beam on to the abutment. Fig. 6.3 shows that the vertical normal

stress distribution on the abutment used in the anaiysis of bedding plane failure for a mining

depth of 1000 m using a rock of unit weight of 0.027 MN/m3. This distribution curve was

simulated from the general analytical expression developed in Chapter 6 ( eqn. 6-L2). The

vertical normal stress distribution on the abutment takes into account the load transfer due to the

creation of the opening, as well æ the yielding close to the wail of opening.

7.2 BEDDING PLANE SLIP

Fig. 7.1(c) illustrates two equal thickness beams separated by a frictionless

interface representing a Dawson Bay Formation with a plane of weakness at mid-thickness. The

term relative slip means combined slip of both upper and lower beams along the interface (see

Section 6.2.4).

Plots of the extent and magnitude of relative slip according to thick beam and thin

beam theories derived in Chapter 6 are shown in Figs. 7.1(a) and 7.1@) respectiveiy. The

mining depth in this case is 1000 m, while the elastic moduli and Poisson's ratio of Dawson Bay

rock beam and Potash abutment are 35GPa and 0.25, and 2.5 GPa and 0.3 respectively. In both
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Fig. 7.1 Relative slip along frictionless interface ff vs.distance into abutment for nxo equal
thickness beams on elastic abutment (not to scale).



the cases, the highest slip is just about 30 mm. The small difference between the results of the

two theories comes from the extra slip contributed by the shear stress in the thick beam model,

which is very small in this case. In both analyses, one point of maximum relative slip is reached

over the abutment at a lateral distance of approximately 60 m. This result is of some interest

because classical beam theory in rock mechanics has never examined the behaviour of the beam

over an abutment.

7.3 MAXIMUM HORIZONTAL SHEAR STRESS

The lower half of Fig.7.2 depicts a perfectly cemented surface, cc, i.e., an

imaginary plane dividing a beam into fwo halves of equal thickness. This condition corresponds

to a situation of a homogeneous Dawson Bay Formation or one with a perfectly cemented bedding

plane at mid-point.

The upper half of Fig. 7.2 shows the extent and magnitude of the maximum

horizontal shear stress, i.e., horizontai sheu stress along the perfectly cemented surface for a

mining depth of 1000 m. The elastic moduli and Poisson's ratios used are the same as in the case

of bedding plane slip (see Section 7.2).T\e shear stress in this case is just about 3.5 Mpa which

occurs at the wall of the opening. This value, however, is far below the shear strength of

Dawson Bay Limestone, which is approximately 40 MPa (Gendzwill, 1984).

7.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

According to the analytical model, a 40 m thick Dawson Bay rock beam
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above an opening of 50 m span, develops relative slip and horizontal shear stresses along a mid-

point bedding plane as shown in Figs. '7.I and 7.2. These fwo distributions represent two

bounding conditions and provide peak values of just over 30 mm relative slip and 3 Mpa

horizontal shear stress respectively. In the case of a "real"bedding plane, the magnitudes would

be smaller. Also, it should be noted that the analysis assumes a best-estimate of the of vertical

"clamping" stress, in the absence of real data.

It is concluded from this model that failure along bedding planes in the rock beam

cannot be completely excluded as a possible mechanism for seismicity. However, it is also noted

that the zones of highest slip and horizontal shear stress are not extensive, i.e., they affect a small

volume of the rock mass, and therefore it is considered unlikely that the larger seismic events can

be attributed to this mechanism. Tentative calculations suggests that this mechanism is capable

of generating only microseismicity. The sample calculations for the extreme case where bedding

plane slip would occur, after full shear stress has been mobilized, instantly are given below :

From Fig. 7.2, the average sheat stress r", is

r"=1MPa

Also, the dimension effected along the span s, is

s=300m

Assuming a mining advance of 1 m per step, the area effected at each step of advance A, is

A=sxL=300m2

Therefore, total shear force T, is

T=r^*A=300MN

The shear modulus of the Dawson Bay Formation G, is

G = 14 GPa (Sepehr, 1988)

Hence, average shear strain along the slip plane'y, is

7 = tulG: 0.7x104



And, in the event of failure, the displacement ô, is

ô:7*s=0.021 m

Therefore, the released energY E, is

E=ð*T=6.3MJ

Seismic effrciency, i.e., the percentage of seismic energy release has been found to be in the

order of 1% (Cook, 1963)

Accordingly, Seismic EnergY, E' is

Es : 0'063 MJ

From the relationship between local magnitude (i.e., Richter Magnitude) M¡ and seismicaily

radiated energy (expressed in MJ) by Richter (1958) :

log@J = 1'5 ML-l'2

of, ML : Q.



CHAPTER 8

a

PHYSICAL MODELLING OF THE DAWSON BAY ROCK BEAM

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The research described in the previous Chapters of this thesis has been of an

analytical nature. It was appafent at an early stage that, in the absence of access to in situ obser-

vation of mining-induced fractures in the Dawson Bay Formation and because of the limitation

of the anatytical methods derived earlier, any understanding of the fracturing process would

require physical modelling in the laboratory. This chapter describes laboratory experiments in

which longitudinally constrained rock beams were loaded to ultimate failure in a specially

designed testing frame and their results.

8.2 DESIGN OF TESTiNG FRAME

In this study, the Dawson Bay Formation was simulated by a thick rock beam

( span/depth : < 5 ) loaded to ultimate failure in a specially designed testing frame' Instead of

the simple knife edge fype of support, end plates were employed to constrain the beam' and per-

mit the development of longitudinal thrust and a realistic arching action'

The testing frame was based after SterlingQSTT) with modif,rcations to suit the

specifrc requirements of this study. The frnal design is illustrated in Figs' 8'1 and 8'2' In this





a = FleKible Vertical SuPPort

b = End Plate

c : Hard Board Place

d = Flexible Loading StriP

e = Constr¿ining Bar

f : Rock specimen

E = Base of Frame

Fig. 8.2 Schematic diagram of one half of the testing frame left of the symmetry line (not

to scale).
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device, rock beams on vertical supports, constrained between two end plates, were vertically

loaded by a displacement rate-controlled machine. For lower loads @eak load range 8 kn to 100

kN), a 100 kN, gear-driven machine (Manufacturer : Engineering Laboratory Limited ) wæ used.

In the case of higher loads, a hydraulic machine Baldwin Universal Testing System

(Manufacturer : SATEC System Inc.) 

- 
was used. Details of the testing frame are given in

the following sections.

8.2.1 LOAD APPLICATION

One point, two point, and four point loading systems were used in these

experiments. The small space between the end plates of the testing frame would not allow the

use of more than the four point load spreading system. Rollers were used between the upper and

lower components of the loading strips in order to reduce the lateral forces that would otherwise

have been induced on the beam as it accommodated the end rotation during deflection.

Moreover, teflon pieces and grease were used at the contact points to reduce friction. This

flexible load spreading system allowed an even bearing of load along the beam width.

8.2.2 END PLATES

To minimize the bending distortion of the end plates which could effect the shape

of the contact a¡ea with the beam when under load, the plates were made of 50 mm thick steel.

Other dimensions of the plates were 30 cm X 30 cm. These dimensions were determined on the

bæis of a) available space between the testing machine columls, b) suffrcient clearance between
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the rock beam and the restraining bars, c) enough room to install LVDT's to measure beam

deflection, and d) general access.

8.2.3 RESTRAINING BARS

In order to measure the longitudinal thrust produced by the arching action, four

threaded rods were used to constrain the beam ffigs. 8.1 and 8.2). They could also be used to

apply prestress on the rock beam by tightening all four of the nuts. Two sizes of restraining bar

were chosen for these experiments 

- 
3.18 cm diam. threaded ba¡s with tensile stress area of

j .95 cm2 arñ 2.54 cm diam. threaded bars with tensile stress area of 5 cm2. Whereas the larger

size provides more abutment stiffness, the smaller is more sensitive to the change in load. To

allow for the placement of strain gauges to measure the longitudinal thrust on the restraining bars,

the centre section (10 cm) of each bar was turned down on a lathe to form a smooth contact

surface. A quarter bridge configuration of strain gauges was used to register the ouþut from

each bar. Dummy gauges were employed in this configuration to eliminate the strain that might

be induced æ result of bending the restraining bars.

8.2.4 BEAM SUPPORTS

A pair of 10 cm long and 5 cm wide supports were used. Flexible vertical

supports (Fig. 38) in the form of rollers were employed in order to reduce the lateral forces that

would otherwise have been induced as the beam accommodated the end rotation during deflection.

These flexible supports provided an even bearing of load along the beam width. Teflon pieces
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and grease \r/ere used at the contact points to reduce friction.

8.2.5 BASE PLATE

The base plate is simply a reaction plate for the end loads passing through the

beam supports and served as the base of the testing frame, with the remainder of the frame

ræting on it. The thickness of this plate was 2.54 cm, in order to minimize distortion due to

bending. The other dimensions of the base plate, selected on the basis of the dimensions of the

testing machine, were 56 cm in length and 38 cm in width

8.3 LOAD AND DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENTS

Two load cells were used for different load ranges to measure the vertical load

applied by the gear-driven, 100 kN testing machine on the constrained rock beam : (a) 88 kN (

Manufacrurer : Transducer Inc., Model C92-20K-10P3 ) and þ) 220 kN (Manufacturer :

Transducer Inc., Model C92-50K-10P3 ).

Precision electrical resistance strain gauges (Manufacturer : Micro Measurement

Group Inc., Gauge Type CEA - 06 - 500UW - 350 and Gauge length 12 mm) were used with

a qua-rter bridge configuration to measure the longitudinal thrust in the restraining bars- strain

Gauges ( Manufacturer : Micro Measurement Group, Inc., Gauge Type CEA - 06 - 125UT - I20

and Gauge length 5 mm, and Gauge Type CEA -06 - 500UW - 350 and Gauge length 12 mm)

were also used in some tests to measure the strains on the rock beam under load, where they

were applied at the desired points of the front and back surfaces of the rock beams. From these
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basic measurements the induced stresses \ilere

beam.

determined using the Young's modulus of the

The restraining bars were calibrated for load/microstrain ouçut of the strain

gauges on a Baldwin Universai Testing System. The calibration data is recorded in Appendix

-v.
A pair of LVDT's was employed to measure the rock beam deflection. These

transducers were calibrated for displacement/millivolt output using a micrometer. They were

used to measure the maximum vertical displacement of the beam, and were placed on the topside

of the beam in the vicinity of the midspan.

The support plate, i.e., the base of the testing frame, was centred and screwed

on to the lower platen of the testing machine using a shallow groove, cut on the underside of the

plate, as a guide.

In this study, simultaneous recording of beam deflection, applied vertical load,

and longitudinal thrust developed in the restraining bars, as well as the stresses developed on the

rock beam under load were required. This was made possible by connecting the LVDT's, load

cell, and strain gauges on the restraining bars and the rock beam strain gauges to a data

acquisition system, which comprised an HP3421A DATA ACQUISITION/CONTROL UNIT'

hooked up with a HP75C microcomputer.

8.4 TEST PROCEDURES

The basic procedures followed for all the beam tests were as follows :

Step 1 : Restraining bars were frtted into four holes on each of the end plates' The end

plates were moved to a distance apart which was just greater than the length of the beam to be

loaded, and the nuts of the restraining bars were brought up snug.
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Step 2 : The end plates were centred using lines marked on them æ well as on the

reaction plate, so that the vertical centerline of the rock beam, when placed on the end supports,

would coincide with the verticai centerline of the end plates.

Step 3 : The beam supports were placed on the base plate and separated from the end

plates by two short hard-board packing pieces ( 3 mm thick ). The latter were used to allow free

rotation of the verticai supports æ the rock beam deflected. The supports were placed on steel

packing pieces so that the horizontal centerline of the rock beam, when placed on them, would

coincide with the horizontal centerlines of the end plates.

Step 4 : The rock beam specimen was placed on the end supports and was centred using

centerline marks on the supports as well as those on the end plates.

Step 5 : The end plates were adjusted to bring them into uniform contact with the ends

of the rock beam. A slight prestress was applied in this process and the resulting forces recorded

on the restraining bars were adjusted until equalized. This was necessary to ensure a uniform

load distribution across the width of the rock beam during the experiment. In one of the tests

a va¡iation was used. In this case, an initial prestressing was added by tightening each restraining

bar to a predetermined load, modelling the horizontal principal stress in the field. Owing to the

interaction of the four bars, this process required a few trials to make sure that equal prestress

was attained on all four bars.

Step 6 : Vertical loading of the beam commenced after recording the zero reading on all

channels.

Initiation and propagation of cracks were marked with a pen during each test. For

some specimens photographs were taken at different stages of the test. At the completion of a

test, crack path tracing data were transferred on to a piece of paper before removing the specimen

from the testing frame. This procedure \ryas omitted if earlier tests had shown similar crack

patterns.



Loading was continued well beyond the peak load when possible. In the majority

of cases, however, the beam collapsed just after peak load'

Finally, the rock beam specimen was removed and examined in detail. This

included checking the extent of cracking on beam extremities, nature of the crack surfaces, etc.

8.5 BEAM SPECIMENS

Fifteen longitudinally constrained beams of three different rock types were tested

in this study. The rock types were : a) Saskatoon Potash, b) Lac Du Bon¡et Granite, and c)

Tyndail Stone.

Saskatoon Potash is composed of fine to medium grained sylvite with some halite.

Saskatoon Potash is a weak rock with compressive and tensile strengths of 15 MPa and 2 MPa

respectively. For short-term loading, its Young's modulus is 3.5 GPa, while Poisson's ratio is

0.3.

Lac Du Bonnet Granite is a homogeneous, fine to medium grained rock consisting

of feldspar and quartz, with some mica and hornblende. The compressive and tensile strengths

of this strong rock are 240MPa and 14 MPa respectively. The Young's modulus for Lac Du

Bonnet Granite is 70 GPa, while the Poisson's ratio is 0.25.

The rock of the majority of beams tested was Tyndall Stone. It is a building

stone quarried in the Province of Manitoba, and is composed of calcite and dolomite with minor

amounts of clay. This beige-grey rock is heterogenic in appearance due to the presence of

mottling, i.e., the dark patches. These dark areas represent dolomite, while the light areas are

predominantly calcite. This limestone appears granular under the microscope. It is a moderately

strong rock with an average compressive strength of 50 MPa and tensile strength of 3.7 MPa.
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Its Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are32 GPa and 0.21 respectively.

In this testing program thick beam specimens, i.e., span to depth ratio ( 5 were

used. The lengths varied from 20 to 30 cm, while the approximately square cross-sectional

dimensions ranged from 4 to 11 cm. A complete record of beam geometries and materials is

presented in APPendix - VI.

Specimens were cut from larger blocks of rock using a diamond saw. The rough

surfaces of the specimens were then ground. Perpendicularity of surfaces was required in this

process so that the beams would fit evenly in the testing frame.

There are various reasons for selecting these three rock types to prepare rock

beams. Tyndall Stone is a strong limestone similar to that oiDawson Bay Limestone which forms

the intermediate roof of the Saskatchewan Potash mines. In addition, this material was selected

for most of the tests because of ease of preparation of beams, visibility of fracturing, and

availabilþ. Saskatoon Potash is the rock type which is being worked in the Sækatoon Potash

mines. This rock type was used to simulate roof material in these mines. Also, since its stiffness

is considerably less than that of the other two rock fypes used, the longer post-peak loading

interval during the testing made it possible to observe the fracturing in that period.

Lac Du Bon¡et Granite was used mainly for its homogeneity.

8.6 INDIVIDUAL BEAM TEST BEHAVIOUR

Data obtained during the tests provide a complete account of the behaviour of the

model beam from the initiation of loading till ultimate failure. In this section, two typical tests

will be described. Results from all frfteen tests are available in Appendix - VI.

To illustrate the typical behaviour of the rock beams, two tests will be discussed.
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The first test, DL8, is representative of the general behaviour observed in all tests. The second

one, GR3, illustrates the effect of prestressing.

The results of test DL8 are shown in Figs. 8.3, 8.4, and 8.5. In the early stages

of vertical loading, the specimen behaved like a normal elastic beam with the loaddeflection

cuwe rising linearly. This stage abruptly ceased with the propagation of a tensile crack in the

lower fibres at midspan ( Figs. 8.6, stage I ). This event ma¡ks the change from beam behaviour

to that of a linear or flat arch. A linear or flat a¡ch is a linear structure where verticai load is

cæried by horizontal thrust developed due to arching action (Fig. 5.1). The midspan crack destr-

oys the specimen's ability to resist load by beam action. Consequently, resistance is derived by

linear arching as the vertical load is increased further. The crack also causes redistribution of

stresses. As there is no more shea¡ flow (shear flow is defrned as horizontal shea¡ force per unit

length of the beam.) between the tensile and compressional halves, the beam action ceases, and

the specimen carries load as a linear arch. Since loading in this case was by constant-rate

deflection, the midspan tensile c¡ack causes an instantaneous drop in load Gig. 8.3). This is

because, with the cessation of shear flow, the equilibrium load of the newly formed linear a¡ch

is smaller than that of the beam just prior to mid-span cracking.

The vertical load is now being carried by linear arching and the load/deflection

modulus begins to rise since the compression zone of the linear arch is now carrying more and

more load. The compression zone of the linear arch is the zone of high horizontal compression

at the centre and abutments (see Fig. 5.1).

The eccentricity of the thrust about the horizontal centre line of the beam wæ

determined by resolution of the upper and lower bar loads. Appendix - VII presents the

procedure for calculating the eccentricity. When the midspan crack occurred, the eccentricity of

the thrust line jumped from zero to the highest value instantaneously, and then began to fall ffig.

8.4). This phenomenon is evidence that crushing at the extreme fibres caused the compression
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zone to spread , and hence eccentriciry to fall. The widening of the compression zone entails

shortening of the lever arm, which is the distance between the lines of action of the central and

abutmental horizontal thrusts (Fig. 5.1). The effect of the shortening of the lever arm is not

sufficient to stop the rise in the load/deflection modulus.

Before the midspan cracking, there is practically no measurable change in the

tongitudinal thrust from the initial zero value. With the creation of the midspan crack, the

longitudinal thrust suddenty increases as the vertical load momentarily drops (Fig. 8.5). From

this point, the longitudinal thrust increases at a faster rate relative to vertical load because it has

to compensate for the shortening of the lever arm caused by the widening of the compressive

zoîe.

With continued loading, at a point close to the peak load, two inclined cracks

develop remotely from the midspan crack and propagate very rapidly towards the abutments of

the beam. These are called diagonal cracks ( Fig. 8.6, stage II )'

As loading continues 

- 
from this point to ultimate failure of the specimen

- 
the load/deflection modulus, eccentricity and longitudinal thrust relative to the vertical load

remain similar to those in the previous stage , namely the linear arch without diagonai cracks

(Figs. 8.3, 8.4, and 8.5).

The next test to be described in some detail is test GR3. This test was performed

with a 125 kN prestress to simulate an in situ horizontal principal stress. Behaviour of this

specimen is simila¡ to specimen DL8 with a few exceptions ( Figs. 8.7 and 8.8). The midspan

crack initiates at a higher vertical load, as would be expected with a prevailing prestressing

condition. There were no longitudinal load drops at midspan cracking or with diagonal cracking;

only a momentary reduction in the rate of vertical loading was noticed. With regard to eccentri-

city, the specimen behaved somewhat differently. The highest eccentricity value was not attained

immediately following midspan cracking. Rather, the initial increase was not rapid or large be-
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Fig. 8.9 Classical linear arch geometry (after Brady and Brown' 1985)'
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8.6, stage I), which also marks the development of the linear arch.

Strain gauges applied on the specimen show this transformation ( Figs. 8.10,

8.11, and 8.12). As wouldbe expected for abeam, inFig. 8.10, at relatively small load strain

gauge, R3, shows tensile stress. After bottom midspan cracking, the gauge indicates a gradual

change to compressive stress, which subsequently increases steadily till ultimate failure. Fig.

8.11 depicts similar behaviourr for strain gauge R2. The strain gauge, R1 shown in Fig. 8.12,

because of its position above the neutral axis, remains compressive throughout the loading

history.

As loading continues following mid-span cracking, a pair of diagonal cracks

initiates and propagates very rapidly towa¡ds each abutment of the iock beam. Their devel-

opment marks the end of stage II of failure @ig. 8.6). Strain gauges placed on the specimen show

that the diagonal cracks are tensile in origin Gig. 8.13). The strain gauge depicted in this Figure

indicates a compressive stress as the midspan crack initiates, followed by an increasing, tensile

response. The tensile stress drops momentarily as the midspan crack passes by it vertically, but

then steadily increases to approximately 3.3 MPa. Finally, the tensile stress increases

indefinitely as the diagonal crack opens just beneath the strain gage. The average tensile strength

of Tyndall Stone used to prepare the specimen is 3.7 MPa.

The diagonal cracking occurs when the tensile stress at some point in the

specimen reaches the tensile strength of the rock. To verify this, the vertical shear stress cor-

responding to the limiting tensile stress can be computed (eqn. 8.1) and compared to the

maximum vertical shear stress obtained from the measured vertical load at the instant of diagonal

cracking. The computed vertical stress, vu.", is be given as

Vurc = @? + o" r¡)rlz

where,

Úca = axial stress
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dt = tensile strength

Fig.S.l4showsgoodagreementbetweenthecomputedandmeasuredvalues.Asample

carculation of the data used in this plot is presenred in Appendix - VIII.

With continued loading beyond the stage of diagonal cracking, ultimate, violent

failure occurs either by (a) failure of intact rock above the diagonal crack and consequent

shearing of the remnant intact rock below, or by (b) shearing along a plane that contains the

diagonal crack ffig. 8.15). It was found that the second mode of ultimate failure tends to occur

in thinner beams. This observation was based on the examination of specimens recovered after

ultimate failure in beam tests. sketches of the recovered specimens, emphasizing the important

features, are shown in Fig. 8.15. Here, ultimate failure modes (a) and þ) ue depicted in the left

and right schematics respectively'

The importance of these experimental findings is that the classical Voussoir arch

theory,inwhichultimatecollapseisattributedtocompressionalcrushingatthecentreorthe

abutments, is not corroboratedby these experiments (Fig'8'9)' Rather' the rockbeam is progres-

sively weakened by tensile fracturing and ultimately fails by rupture through a remnant zone of

intact rock or rock bridge ffig'8'15)'

8.8 STABLE VS. UNSTABLE FAILURE OF LINEAR ARCH

Inatestingmachine,stableorunstablefailureofaspecimendependsonthe

stiffnessoftheloadingsystemrelativetothatoftherockatfailure.

ThistopichasbeendiscussedbyJaegerandCook(lg7g).InFig.8.i6,theload-

displacement relationships for the machine and for a rock sample in uniaxial compression are

shown. The stiffnesses of a soft and a stiff machine are expressed by lines' k1 and k2 respec-
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Fig. 8.15 Failure mechanisms at the stage III in beam test : (a) failure of intact rock

above diagonal crack and .oniequent shearing of the intact rock below, and (b)

slip along diagonal crack.
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tively.

In the event of a small additional compression, Ax, near the point of tangency,

T (Fig. f.i6) the resistanceof the rock specmen decreases by an amount ÂPp = (dP/dx)Âx'

Also, if energy is neither added to nor extracted from the system in this interval, the load applied

by the machine decreases by kÂx. For k1, I dP/dx I > I kf I , i.e., the specimen resistance is

less than the load applied to it by the machine at x + Ax. Over this interval, the machine

contains more energy (represented by the area beneath the line k1) than the energy required to

deform the specimen by Ax (represented by the a¡ea beneath the loaddisplacement curve). The

excess must be released, and does so in the form of kinetic energy and heat energy. The rock

sample, already fractured, accelerates and a violent and abrupt failure results, with rock

fragments ejected from the testing machine-

In the case of a sriff machine, k2, I dP/dx I < I kz l, the situation is stable,

since the machine contains less energy (area beneath the line k) than the energy required for

additional compression, Ax (area beneath the loaddisplacement curve of the specimen).

In Fig. 8.16(c) , the nonJinear nature of the post-peak loaddisplacement curve

of the rock sample makes it possible for a transient instability to arise at a point where

I dp/dx I > I k I and ttre total energy stored in the testing machine is less than that required

for complete compression of the specimen.

In testing rock beams with "soft" machines (i.e., the stiffness of the loading

machine and testing frame is lower than that of the specimen unloading curve at failure) such as

the one used in this study, the ultimate failure was sudden and violent.
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8.9 IMPLICATION REGARDING SEISMICITY

8.9.1 THE MECHANISM OF EARTHQUAKE

In seismometry, the simplest and most conventional picture of an earfhquake

source point sourc is used to locate the origin of seismic \ryaves. Although the

point source model is suitable for such a purpose, it is unrealistic for a more detailed analysis for

a source mechanisms.

On physical grounds, it is evident that the energetic process at the source occupies

a finite volume in the earth. Empirical formulae based on various data indicate that the source

dimensions are related to the magnitude. The larger the earthquake magnitude, the greater the

volume of the source.

The above statements lead to the dual view of source 

- 
(a) as a point source

in the seismometric sense, and O) as a volume source in the energetic sense. This dual approach,

however, causes little confusion (Kasahara, 1981). The source volume, actually, represents a

space around a fault from which the strain energy is releæed. Also, the focus, i'e., the point

source in the seismometric sense is the point in this volume where rupture begins and from which

the earliest p-wave radiates. Therefore, the two views of a source are complementar], rather

than contradictory to each other when describing physical processes at the source of an

earthquake.

Much of our knowledge of the events that occur in the vicinity of the focus of

an earthquake has come from the "elastic rebound theory" of Reid (1911). According to this

theory, an earthquake occurs as a result of progressive accumulation of elætic strain energy in

the rock, and the consequent release of the stored energy by faulting when the strength is



--

exceeded. The concept of shear-fracture (according to the Mohr-coulomb rupture criterion)

causingtheearthquakeisimpliedintheelasticreboundtheory.

The nature of shear failure in brittle, elastic material is illustrated in Fig. 8.17'

Here, relative movement of rock taking place on opposite side of the plane of maximum effective

shear stress strains the rock to the point where fracture is produced. The rock "snaps" back to

theunstrained conditionuponfracturing. This action, which is called "elastic rebound", releæes

the elastic energy stored in the rock. It would have the same effect on rock as would an

explosion or a blow with a hammer, and would produce elastic waves which correspond to the

seismic waves of an earthquake (Woodruff, 1966)'

It is easy to imagine that processes of fracture in the real Earth must be rather

complicated. But, the above model of the mechanism of earthquake is a reasonable simplification

which has been used by various researchers for the energy calculations of mining-induced

seismicity (e.g., Woodruff, 1966; Cook, i976; Ortlepp' 1983)'

8.9.2 POSSIBLE EARTHQUAKE MECHANISMS IN SASKATCHEWAN POTASH

MINESEXCLUDINGRE-ACTIVATIONoFEXISTINGFAULT

Mine excavations disturb the virgin state of stress by creating stress concentra-

tions in the rock. Rock mass, when stresses approach the value its strength, emits seismic pulses'

Mining activity gives rise to seismicity ranging from microseismic events radiating 10-5 J

(Richter magnitude : ML = - 6) to rockbursts radiating i09 J lRictrter magnitude : M¡ = 5) (Co-

ok, 1976).

As discussed in the preceding section, seismicity occurs when a mass of brinle

rock undergoes sudden failure along a shear plane. In the case of the Dawson Bay Formation
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in the Saskatchewan potash mining area, this situation could arise in the following two events l

(a) slip (shear fracture) along the bedding plane of the Dawson Bay Beam, and

þ) ultimate rupture of Dawson Bay Linear Arch'

It had been shown in chapter 7 that failure along the bedding plane of Dawson Bay Beam is

capable of generating only microseismicity (Richter Scale : ML( 0), not larger events' However'

the ultimate rupture of a Dawson Bay Linear arch could generate larger seismic events'

In the physicai simulation of a linear arch, the loading machine was "soft", and

consequently, the ultimate failure was sudden and violent (see Section 8.8), releasing seismic

energy instantaneously. In Saskatchewan Potash mines, when a panel is excavated, initially, the

pillars support the overburden. Owing to the time{ependent mechanicai properties of evaporites,

the support pillars would progressively lose their strength. Consequently, the overburden would

be increasingty carried by the brittle dolomites and limestones of the Dawson Bay Formation just

above the salt and potash as it continuously undergoes increasing subsidence' Since the overlying

strata which load upper surface of the Dawson Bay Linear Arch is of generally weaker material,

should such pillars be of insuffrcient strengttr and begin to fail, the loading of the Dawson Bay

Linear Arch would proceed inexorably under the weight of the overburden, as it does in the case

Of the rock specimen tested in a "Soft" Or "dead-weight" testing machine' In this case' a

significant seismic event would result.

Tentative calculations þresented in Section 8.9.3) based on the mode of

mechanism of earthquake discussed in Section 8.9.1, show that the magnitude of the seismic

energy released in a full scale rupture of a Dawson Bay linear arch would be in the order that

has been observed for the larger events.

In the calculations, shear of failure of an intact linear arch is considered'

obviously, the intact linear arch would be weakened beforehand by midspan cracking and

diagonal cracking as predicted by the physical modelling of the linear arch (see Section 8-7). But

:

I
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due to the absence of data on the interface shear transfer across the crack, these detail

mechanisms could not be incorporated into the calculation scheme. Accordingly, calculations

which are given in the next Section are, in fact, the upper bound of the estimate of seismic

energy that would be released in a fulI scale rupture of the Dawson Bay linear arch.

8.9.3 ESTIMATE OF SEISMIC ENERGY RELEASE

For this calculations, the rupture of a 40 m (t) thick Dawson Bay linear a¡ch is

considered. The maximum shear stress in this linear a¡ch would develop at an angle, a = 4f -

þ12 ftomthe direction of the major principal stress, where, { is the angle of internal friction and

in this case, @ = 4d. Therefore, a = 220.

Hence, in case of a failure, for the major principal stress parallel to the axial

direction, the length of the fault plane l, is

I : t/Sina : 107 m

The fault su¡face that would be created by the shear fracture of the Dawson Bay

linear arch is taken to be circulæ as is generally assumed for a realistic model of faulting

(Savage, 1966).

The physics of the situation when the traction on a circular fault having a

diameter of 107 m in a shear freld is suddenly lost will now be discussed'

For an average panel span (s) of 150 m the volume of the rock under

induced stress v¡, is

1^
ui = å (trx!z) xs = 1348804m3 (8.2)

From the simple eqn. (8.3) one can calculate the energy release, U, per unit

volume when the fault is suddenly created.



':

u={#\*o"ztznl
whete,

(8.3)

m = Poisson's constant = 4

o" = uniaxial compressive strength = 104 Mpa

E : Young's modulus = 35 GPa

Therefore, U : 0.i4 MJ/m3.

If the distribution of compressive stress in the rock prior to the rupture is linear, the distribution

of energy release would be parabolic as the energy released per unit volume varies as the squale

of the stress. And therefore, the average unit energy release, U", is

Ua = U/3 -- 0.047 MI/m3 (8.4)

From eqns. (8.2) and (8.a) :

Total EnergY Release, E, = v¡xU"

= 63264MJ

Seismic eff,rciency, i.e., the percentage of seismic energy released has been found to be in the

order of 1% (Cook, 1963). Accordingly, the seismic energy released E., is

Es = 633 MJ

From the relationship between local magnitude (i.e., the Richter Magnitude), M¡ and seismically

radiated energy (expressed in MJ) given by Richter (1958) :

log(Er) = 1.5 ML-1.2

Therefore, ML = 2.7.
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NUMEzuCAL MODELLING

g.l INTRODUCTION

The principal objective of the numerical analyses was to gain greater understand-

ing of the failure mechanism which was observed in the previously described beam testing'

The numerical modelling of this study was performed using a finite difference

program and a finite element program, with the model based on the mechanical properties of

Tyndall Stone (fable 9.1).

9.2 FINITE DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS

The f,rnite difference program used in this study is called FLAC (Fast Lagrangian

Analysis of Continua). It is a commercial fÏnite difference package for personal computer written

by ITASCA Consulting Group Inc. (see the FLAC manual)'

FLAC is an explicit f,rnite difference code which simulates the behavior of

stmctures built of geological materials which may undergo plastic flow when their yield Iimit is

reached. Materials are represented by twodimensional zones (elements) interconnected at their

gridpoints (nodes), which form a meshwork that is adjusted by the user to f,rt the shape of the

object to be modelted. In response to the applied forces and boundary restraints, each zone
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Uniaxial copressive strength

Modulus of elasticity

Poisson's ratio

Uniaxial tensile strength

Angle of internal füction

Cohesion

Fracture toughness

50 MPa

32 Gpa

0.2L

3.7 MPa

4U

10.5 MPa

1.25 MPa.lm

Table 9.1 Average mechanical properties of Tyndall Stone.
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follows a user prescribed linear or nonlinear stress/strain law. The mesh actually deforms and

moves with the materiai it represents in the event where stresses are high enough to cause the

material to yield and flow. This calculation scheme is well suited to modelling large distortions

and is called "Lagrangian".

FLAC uses the explicit finite difference method to solve the basic equations of

motion. This method makes use of the idea that, for small timesteps, a disturbance at a given

gridpoint is experienced onty by the points in the immediate vicinity. For a short period of time,

only the neighboring gridpoints would "realize" the disturbance. As time elapses, however, the

effect of the disturbance will spread through the grid. The timestep, which must be less than the

time of propagation of the phenomenon between two adjacent gridpoints, is automatically

determined by FLAC to ensure numerical stability.

This program solves static problems by properly damping the dynamic solution.

In this case, "timestep" refers to a computational timestep, not a physical timestep. Because

matrices are never formed, the computational effort per timestep is small and hence the computer

memory requirements are minimal. The explicit calculation cycle employed by FLAC is

explained in Fig.9.1. This caiculation is repeated every timestep to reach equilibrium. The

number of timesteps required in this regard depends on factors such as the user's prescribed

numerical tolerence, the extent of yield in the material, the size of the problem, etc.

9.2.1 FLAC RESULTS

A typical beam test (span X depth : 30 cm X 7 cm) was simulated using the

FLAC code. Fig. 9.2(a) shows the rock specimen and the restraining end plates with meshwork

right of the symmetry line. Soon after loading coÍtmences, tensile stresses at the lower fibres
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LAW OF MOTÏON

For Each Gridooint

' determine out-of-balance forces at grid-
point from zone stresses

' determine gridpoint velocity componenEs
from out-of-balance forces

' determine gridpoint displacements by in-
tegraÈing velociÈies

STRESS-STRAIN I.AH

For Each Zone

' determine strain rates from gridpoint
velocities

' calcuLate stress increment from stress-
strain law

Fig. 9.1 Overview of FLAC code operations @lAC manual, 1987).
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Mohr-Coulomb Safety Factor (Contour Interval = 0'5)

D

(b)

Fig. 9.2 Simulation of a typical beam test using FLAC code'



in the midspan exceed the tensile strength of the rock. At this point, the midspan crack was

simulated by releasing selected grid points. As the loading continues, the change in the stress

field fig. 9.3) due to the presence of this midspan crack and the development of a linea¡ a¡ch

results in the initiation of the diagonal crack, principally under tensile stress'

In Fig. 9.3, atpoint marked "x", the maximum and minimum principal stresses

are 2I3 MPa (compressive stress) and 2.9 MPa (tensile stress) respectively. This stress

combination satisfies the condition of Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion at that point. Fig. 9.2(b)

shows the contours of the Mohr-Coulomb Factot of Safety plotted in the ABCD region I Fig.

g.Z(a)) of the specimen. Hence, at point x, where the Factor of Safety is 1, the diagonal crack

initiates. The position at which diagonal cracking takes place is comparable to that from the

beam testing results.

Additionally, a preliminary analysis to simulate a full scale mine excavation using

FLAC was attempted by the writer. In this analysis, the various rock strata were modelled using

Mohr-Coulomb elasto-plastic elements having strain-hardening/strain-softening capabilities. The

prairie Evaporite Formation and the Dawson Bay Formation along with the joints and bedding

planes were modelled using the material properties data given in Table 2.1. A 150 m span single

room was "excavated" within the rock mass of potæh. This simulation represents the situation

long after the excavation of the openings when the support pillars within the mine panel have

completely lost their strength. Since the elasto-plastic model does not incorporate any time-

dependent material behavior, this was how long-term simulation was carried out. The results

show that the failure zone in the Dawson Bay Formation has an outline of the arch fig.9.a).
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Maximum Principal Stress Contour In MPa (X 10 )
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Minimum Principal Stress Contour In MPa

Fig. 9.3 Contour plots of major and minor principal stresses at diagonal cracking from the

results of a typical beam test simulated by FLAC code'
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Fig.g.4ArchlikeoutlineofthefailurezoneintheDawsonBayFormation.



9.3 FEM MODELLING WITH CRACK PROPAGATION

9.3.i INTRODUCTION

The finite element method (FEM), because of its ability to take into account

conditions of equilibrium, compatibility and non-linear material behavior' is a valuable analytical

tool which can be used to simulate structurai lesponse in the entire load range up to ultimate

failure.

Representation of crack propagation is a more recent development in finite

element analysis and can be carried out by one of the two following ways' The first is the crack

band approach used in conjunction with a "smeafed crack" model' in which the cracking is

accounted for by changing the isotropic elastic matrix to an orthotropic one' reducing the material

stiffness in the direction normal to the cracks in the band (ASCE, 1982)' In contrast' the discrete

c¡ack models assume that the fracture zone consists of only a "tied" ffack' i'e'' a crack of

varying width ô with ability to transfer stresses ø according to the ø - ô curve'

Since the latter approach models the reduction of stiffness during failure, not as

that of an inherent material property, but rather as a structural property, wherein the proliferation

of cracking leads to a reduction in the effective cross-sectional area, it is more realistic' Hence'

the latter model, namely a discrete crack propagation model, written by Ayari el al' (1988)' has

been used in this study. In this model, the theory of linear elastic fracture mechanics (I-EFM)

under mixed mode loading in 2D was employed'



9'3.2BASICCoNCEPTSoFLINEARELASTICFRACTUREMECHANICS

_E

9.3,2.1 THE STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR

Thestressintensityfactorofacrackin2Dcanformallybedefinedas:

{ FJ = lT4*0, 6 = s[ zo'tir\

where o1i arethe near crack tip stresses, and Iq are associated with two independent kinematic

movements of the uppef and lower crack surfaces with respect to each other in 2D' as shown in

Fig. 9.5 :

opening mode, I : in which two crack surfaces are pulled apart in the y direction' but

where the deformations are symmetric about the x-z and x-y planes'

Shearingmode,Il:inwhichthetwocracksurfacesslideovereachotherinthex-

direction, but where the deformations are symmetric about the x-y plane and skew symmetric

about the x-z Plane.

9.3.2.2 MIXED MODE CRACK PROPAGATION

Having the stress intensity factors numerically (or analytically) computed and the

material fracture toughness (I<i) experimentally determined, the next step is to formulate f¡acrure

initiation crite¡ia encompassing these variables' These are : (a) determination of the angle of

incipient crack propagation, with respect to the crack axis, and þ) determination of whether the

stress intensity factors are in such a criticai combination as to render the c¡ack unstable and force

it to propagate.
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Fundonentot node of Frocture
a) 0penrng Mode I 

A 
y

I

Fundqnento( r'rode of fro.cture
b) Sheortng Mode II

Fig. 9.5 Independent modes of crack displacements in 2D'
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In case of mode I problems, fracture extension occurs according to the inequality (9'2):

K1 ) K1" (9.7)

In mixed mode ( mode I and mode II ) problems, fracture initiation c¡iteria would,

however, require a relationship between KI, KII, and K1" of the form shown in eqn' (9'3) :

Fff1, K¡, KrJ = 0 ,
(e.3)

This relationship would be analogous to that between the two principai stresses

and a yield stress, e.g., von Mises criterion (eqn. 9.4) for planar problems.

F(oy 02, dyld) = 0 ,
(e.4)

where,

o1 and a2ãre principal stresses, and

øyta is the Yield stress'

There is no single accepted criterion for mixed mode crack growth; three widely used

criteria are discussed below.

g.3.2.2.IMAXIMUMCIRCUMFERENTIALTENSILESTRESS

The first mixed mode fracture initiation theory was put forward by Erdogen and

sih (1963). It is known as the Maximum circumferential Stress Theory, and is based on the

StreSS State near the crack tip, expressed in polar coordinates. According to this theory' crack

extension starts : (a) at its tip in a radial direction, (b) in the plane perpendicular to the direction

of greatest tension, and (c) when maximum tangential stress, o.rnaxreaches a critical material

constant.

It can be shown that tangentiai StreSS, ú0, reaches its maximum value when the correspo-

ndingshearstress,T,0=O(Ayari,1988).Hence,ifoneexpressesT,6aS?,functionofKland



K11, one obtains:

rro : o = _Jy"- { Kl sin oo + Ku (3cosoo

Eqn.(9.5) has the following two solutions:

lKr1Kr21'12
rang^ = -:- +; { (+) * e }"4Kil4-KII

1))=o (e.s)

0^ = *r (triviai)

KlSin +K¡(3cos 0o - i; = ¡

The angle of crack propagation can now be explicitly obtained from eqn. (9'8) :

(e.6)

(e.7)

(e.8)

Finally, equating the maximum circumferentiai tensile stress to a material dependent criti-

cal value, and expressing the equation in a normalized form, one obtains :

-+t-- cos3 
oo- - 3 Ku 

ço, - 
oo - sin oo: I

KI" 2 2 KI"
(e.e)

9.3.2.2.2 MAXIMUM ENERGY RELEASE RATE

The maximum energy release rate theory states that the crack will grow in the

direction along which the potential energy release per unit crack extension is maximum, and the

crack would start to grow when this energy release rate reaches a critical value. It is based on

the application of the Griffith-Irwin potential energy release rate criterion'

Hussain et al. (i974) proposed a solution to the above mathematical problem. According

to them, the plane strain energy release rate associated with an infrnitesimal extension of the
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crack tip at an angle 0 :

4 1 .2c(d):i(- 3"-i;2, l-c
l-0lr ,0tn
L + ïlit

{(1 + 3CoszÐK./ + SSinaCos0KiKrr+ (9 - 5Cos2g)rirz} (9'10)

The fracture locus predicted by this theory is given in the following normalized equation:

+( r )z , r- 0^lr 
)0"tI1+3cos20oX 

Kt 
)2+ Ssinooco*oofu'\ 

3+Cos20o t+ 0olr KI" KrcZ

+(e - 5cos?,oo) (-+i= )2\ = t (e.11)

9 .3.2.2.3.MINIMUM STRAIN ENERGY DENSITY

This theory, formulared by Sih (1974), states that the fracture initiates from the

crack tip in a direction along which the strain energy density at a critical distance is a minimum

and when this minimum reaches a critical value. The fracture locus predicted by minimum strain

energ-y density theory is :

8r {urr(Ã ¡ + zu,,,{-É+ ) + a22(+ )2\ = r, (s.rz)
k - 1 Kt" KI"' KI.

where,

T : Shear Modulus

k:3-v þlanestress)

r-- 3-v
K : ____i____ þlane strain)L+v

1ari =-È- {(1+Cos0 Xk-Cos0 )}

Sin0qo---ffi [2Cos0 -(k-1)]

(e.13)

(e.14)

(e.1s)

(e.16)
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1

azz = ,*- {(k + 1Xl - Cos0) + (1 + Cos0X3Cos0 - 1)} (e.17)

9.3.3 THE DISCRETE CRACK PROPAGATION MODEL

In the FEM Discrete Crack Propagation Model, cracks are nucleated, and then

checked for locai fracture stability. Linear elastic fracture mechanics governs the crack growth.

Under mixed mode loading the cracks are propagated and failure tracing is readily performed.

This is an interactive graphics finite element program for the simulation of crack growth in 2D

and for the evaluation of a functional relationship between the normalized stess intensity factor

and the crack length. Here, stress intensity factors are extracted numerically using quarter point

singular elements around the crack tip €ig. 9.9 O)) (for detail on quarter element, see Saouma,

1987).

Algorithmically, the angle of crack propagation is first obtained. Next, the

criteria for local stability are assessed. If the pair of stress intensity factors 

- 
KI and K¡ 

-
is inside the fracture loci given in the previous sections, then,without sufficient increase in stress

intensity factors, the crack cannot propagate. If outside, the crack is locally unstable. In that

case, it will start to propagate. However, either of the following two situations could subsequently

result : (a) an increase in the stress intensity factor (and hence, the energy release rate), resulting

in a global instability 

- 
failure of the structure (i.e., crack reaching a free surface) or (b) a

decrease in the stress intensity factor (and hence, the energy release rate) due to stress redistribut-

ion, the pair of stress intensity factors returning to within the fracture loci.

In the discrete crack propagation FEM analysis the theory of maximum circumferential

tensile stress, which is the most widely used criterion for mixed mode crack growth, was used.
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It should be noted that a crack under mixed mode loading wilt tend to reorient itself so that the

tatio K[/KI is minimized, i.e., K11 is minimized. Hence, a crack would often be' during its

trajectory, in that portion of the normalized KI/KI. -- KI/KI. space where the above three

theories of c¡ack growth are in close agreements'

9.3.4 DISCRETE CRACK PROPAGATION FEM RESULTS

Using Discrete Crack Propagation FEM analysis, a typical beam test @eam

dimensions : 30 cm X6.25 cm) was replicated. The materiai properties used are given in Table

9.1. The geometry of the mesh, constraints and loadings are shown in Fig' 9.6. The constraints

actually simulated the compressive interaction between the end plates and the rock beam in the

beam testing (see Chapter 8). That was why, at each load step, the stresses at the higher

constraining points were checked for the tension. Should tensile stress be found at any stage at

some constraints during the loading history, the constraints were released before the "run"' In

the same way, the constraints shown in Fig. 9.6 represent the interaction of the end plates and

the rock beam at a verticai load of 4.5 kN. In this simulation no initial longitudinal prestress was

applied.

As loading commenced, an initially linear response characteristic of an elastic

beam was obtained (upto (1) in Fig. 9.7). At a load of 4.5 kN, the stress at the midspan in the

Iowest f,rbre (Fig. 9.8) of the beam reached a value of 3.7 MPa, which is equal to the tensile

strength of the rock.

At this point a midspan, vertical crack was nucleated at the bonom of the

specimen. This midspan crack was extended (Fig. 9.10) with continued loading. A crack length

of 1.6 cm was obtained under a load of 8.5 kN Fig. 9.10 (a))' Due to the presence of the
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Load Application

+ ¿

5

Fig. 9.6 The geometry of the mesh, constraints and loadings'

Deflection in mm

(1) Nucleation of axial crack'

(2) Axial crack (1'6 cm)'
(3) Axial crack (3'9 cm)'
j+j a"ior crack j4.t cmj and nuclearion of diagonal cracks.

isj a"iuf crack (+'t cm) and diagonal cracks (Fig' 10'13)'

(6) CollaPse of the structure'

Fig. 9.7 Vertical load/deflection graph from the discrete crack propagation FEM results'
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(a)

(a) The deformed mesh ftighly exaggerated) ø 4.5 kN,

stresses, and (c) half of @) right of the symmetry line.

(c)
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Fig. 9.9 (a) Generating a crack tip, O) magnified crack tip showing quarter eiements
- *rounding the crack tip which would create singularity at that point.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.9.10 (a) 1.6 cm axial crack @ 8.5 kN,0) deformed mesh ftrighly exaggerated) @ 8'5

kN, and (c) principal stress plots @ 8.5 kN.



midspan crack, principal stresses plots show relative absence of tensile stresses at the bottom

fibres (Fig. 9.10(c)).

This part of the vertical load/deflection graph depicts non-linearity (Fig. 9.7).

This response is because of the physical introduction of a crack in the continuum. The midspan

crack was then extended further to 3.9 cm and then to 4.1 cm under loads of 23.4 kN and27.8

kN respectively figs. 9.11 and 9.12).

In Fig. 9.12(b), at point marked "x", the combination of the maximum and

minimum principal stresses (compressive stress = 29.8 MPa and tensile stress = 2.9 MPa)

reaches the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion. Consequently, diagonal cracks were nucleated at

points "x" following the compressive stress direction. The pair of diagonal cracks were extended

(Fig.9.13)underaloadof3l.3kN. This partoftheverticalload/deflectiongraphshowseven

more non-linearity (Fig. 9.7). The principal stress plot shows concentrations of compressive

stress at the upper tip of the diagonal cracks Sig. 9.L4).

It was noticed that the bottom end of the diagonal crack was predominantly under

mode I, while the top end was mainly under mode IL Also, compared to the bottom end, the

upper tip required less load increase to be extended. At this load the axial midspan crack could

not be extended any further. Accordingly, the top end of the diagonal cracks were extended

towards the top surface. The ultimate load needed to propagate the crack to the top surface @ig.

9.14) was 38.5 kN. Fig. 1a(c) shows the resulting stress relieved zone above the diagonal

cracks. There was now also a concentration of compressive stress at the bonom ends of the

diagonal cracks, which were predominantly under mode II. Therefore, the bonom ends of the

diagonal cracks were next extended towards the bottom surface. It was found out that the load

requiredroexrendthiscrack(28.6kN)waslessthanthepreviousloadstepof3S.5kN. Hence,

38.5 kN 

- 
the load required to extend the top diagonal cracks to the top surface 

- 
was the

collapse load of the structure. Collapse would follow instantaneously by shearing of the remnant
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(b)

Fig. 9.il (a) Axial crack extended to 3.9 cm @23.4 kN, and (b) principal stress plots @

23.4 kN.
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(a)

I

(b)

F\g.9.12 (a) Axial crack extended to 4.1 cm @ 27.8 kN, and (b) principal stress plots @

27.8 kN. At point "x" the principal stresses ale : compression = 29.8 MPa and

tension = 2.9 MPa'
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9.13 (a) Deformed mesh ftighly exaggerated) ø 31.3 kN and (b) principal stress

plots @ 31.3 kN, superimposed on the axial and diagonal crack geometries.
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(b)
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(c)

Fig.9.ia (a) Axial and diagonal crack geometries @ 38.5 kN, and (b) deformed mesh
-oighlyexagge'ut.¿)@38.5kN,and(c)principalstressplots@38.5kN.
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rock bridge at the bottom of end of the diagonai cracks'

This simulation of a typical beam test by Discrete Crack Propagation FEM thus

successfully validated the failure mechanisms (Section 8.7) observed in the beam testing.
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CHAPTER 10

DISCUSSION

10.1 SUMMARY

The main purpose of this study was to investigate possible failure mechanism(s)

inducing seismicity in the Saskatchewan potash mines. Although, researchers have established

beyond reasonable doubt that seismicity recorded above potash mines is associated with the failure

of the Dawson Bay Formation, no experimental or analytical rock mechanics has been carried

out to investigate possible mechanisms in more detail'

According to the concept of critical energy release rate, rock has a capacity up

to certain critical rate, beyond which violent failure is likely to occur. This study represents the

first attempt to employ this concept to the problem of mining-induced seismicity in bedded

deposits. The theoretical energy release rates were obtained using the same analytical model

employed in the study of bedding plane failure (see Chapter 4). In order to predict seismicity

from the calculated energy release rate, additionally, a knowledge of the corresponding critical

value established for a given mining regime is required. This value, unforfunatelY, has not yet

been determined for the Saskatchewan potash mines. However, from the estimates of energy

release rate itself, it can be inferred that violent failure in Dawson Bay Formation will occur with

limited warning, because of the very strong sensitivity of energy releæe rate to the increæe in

mine span. Also, one can check the seismic severity of a mining district by using the critical

energy release rate established for some other mining area having comparable ground conditions'
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In this study, the writer examined two possible causal explanations of seismicity

in the Dawson BaY Formation.

Failure along bedding planes was examined using an analytical model based on

beam theory (see Chapter 7). It was found that bedding plane failure in the rock beam over the

abutments of the mine openings cannot be completely excluded as a possible mechanism

ffigs.7.I and7.Z). However, it was also notedthatthezones of slip and horizontal shear stress

are not extensive, i.e., they effect a small volume of the rock mass, and therefore it was

considered unlikely that the larger events can be attributed to this mechanism, as was suggested

by Gendzwill and prugger (1987). It is, however, capable of generating microseismicity. Failure

along bedding planes, as a result of initial beam action of Dawson Bay Formation, is consistent

with the freld observation that microseismic events cluster over the panels that are being actively

mined ( see ChaPter 4).

In this study, rupture of the Dawson Bay linear arch under the "dead-weight" of

explanation of larger seismic events. Thethe overburden was found to be a possible causal

magnitude of the seismic energy released in a full

was shown to be in the order that has been recorded

Section 8.9).

physical modelling and numerical analyses have established that failure of a thick

massive roof beam takes place in three stages : (a) vertical midspan cracking, @) diagonal

cracking, and (c) failure of remnant of rock bridges (Chapters 8 and 9). The first two events

release small amount of energy, while the ultimate failure occurs violently'

Numerical simulation incorporating crack propagation has yet to be undertaken

to simulate the fu]I excavation sequence in Saskatchewan potash mines. However, a preliminary

analysis to simulate the mine excavation using FLAC (time- independent) was attempted by the

scale rupture of the Dawson Bay linear arch

for the larger events in the potash mines (see
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writer (see Section 9.2). The results obtained show that the failure zone in the Dawson Bay

Formation has the outline of an arch (Fig. 9.a). Timedependent modelling using visco-elæ-

tic/visco-plastic material behaviour was undertaken by sepehr (1988). In this model rooms were

sequentially created towards the centre of the panel. The results thus obtained also show similar

arch-like outline of the failure zone in the Dawson Bay Formation after a simulated period of 5

years from the creation of the mine openings ffig. 10'1). These a¡chlike outline may be

indicative of fully developed diagonal cracks in the linear arch; in both the cases the loads wili

now be carried by the materials above this feature'

10.2 FIELD EVIDENCE

Very recently, observations of layered salt roof failures from Cominco's Vanscoy

Mine, Saskatchewan, provide some field evidence for the proposed mechanisms of failure of a

thick linear arch. The opportunity arose to examine a drift excavated along the roof line of a

series of openings originally cut 15-20 yeals ago. Fig' 10'2 shows a typical roof collapse which

is bounded by rough tension cracks that may be interpreted as diagonal cracking of roof beam

which eventually collapsed (see Chapter 8).

It should be noted that, since the Dawson Bay Formation is not accessible to

direct inspection, direct evidence of failure of a Dawson Bay linear arch is still awaited' In the

absence of this field data, however, these roof collapse features of the much weaker saltback,

which forms the immediate roof lying just beneath the Dawson Bay Formation, provide Some

support for the concept.

Apart from the ultimate collapse of a Dawson Bay linear arch, which could cause

large seismic events, the earlier diagonal cracking, could lead to mine flooding by providing
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Zone Dawson BaY Limestone

Zone In Second Red Bed

Fig. 10.1 Failure zone in the Dawson Bay Formation (after Sepehr, 1988).
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Fig. 10.2 (a) Photograph from cominco's vanscoy Mine showing diagonal cracks in the

saltback.
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I

Room Wall Before Closure

Fig. 10.2 0) Schematic diagram of (a).
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avenues for water. In fact, in one potash mine, following a major water ingress, arch-shaped

conduits were discovered in the saltback, resembling once again diagonal cracking [(Stimpson,

1989 þersonal communication)1.

10.3 FUTURE RESEARCH

Rock mechanics research on the seismicity problem of potash mines in

Saskatchewan is, in fact, just beginning. As mentioned earlier, this study is the first piece of

such work. It is believed that further research in the a¡eas outlined below would be very

valuable.

1. A detailed testing program to examine the failure mechanisms of a rock beam as

function of shear span/depth ratio. This would enable one to formulate a generalized theory of

the failu¡e of linear arch.

2. A study of the interface shear transfer across the cracks during the faiiure of a linear

arch.

3. A testing program to examine the failure mechanisms in a layered rock beam model

of the entire mine roof 

- 
the Dawson Bay Formation along with the saltback.

4. Numerical analysis of the mining sequence in the Saskatchewan potæh mines using

a model which is capable of simulating crack propagation, namely, the Discrete Crack

Propagation FEM.
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CHAPTER 11

CONCLUSIONS

1. A theory for the elastic beam on elastic supports, based on differential equation of the

elastic line was developed for a generai variabie load, and has been adopted as the analytical

model for simulating the response of the Dawson Bay Formation to potash mining. Both thin

beam and thick beam formulation were derived. Consideration of two different elastic moduli

for the beam was also made.

Z. T1¡e concept of c¡iticai energy release rate to the problem of seismicity in bedded

deposits was employed. From the obtained energy release rate itself, it can be infer¡ed that

violent failure in Dawson Bay Formation will occur with limited warning, because of the very

Strong sensitivity of energy release late to the increase in mine span.

3. It was found that the bedding plane failure cannot be completely excluded as a possible

mechanism of mining-induced seismicity. The magnitude and extent of the bedding plane slip

were not considered sufficiently large to attribute larger seismic events to this mechanism. It is,

however, capable of generating microseismicity.

4. Physical modelling has established that failure of a thick massive rock beam involves

three fracture events : (a) vertical midspan cracking, @) diagonal cracking, and (c) faiiure of

remnant rock bridges. The first two events release small amount of energy, while the ultimate

failure occurs violently.
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5. Numerical analysis validated the findings of the physical modelling. Results from the

frnite difference anaiysis simulated the initiation of the diagonai crack in a typical beam test'

Moreover, the discrete crack propagation FEM was successfully used to replicate the failure

mechanisms of a tyPical beam test.

6. It is proposed that the ruptu¡e of the Dawson Bay linear arch under the "dead weight"

of the overburden is the causal explanation of larger seismic events. The magnitude of the

seismic energy released in a full scale rupture of the Dawson Bay linear arch was shown to be

in the order that has been recorded for the larger events in the Saskatchewan potash mines'
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APPENDIX _ I

BEAM FORMUL"{TIONS

THIN BEAM

The differenrial equation of a thin beam over a deformable abutment (Fig.

6.6) for the defîned clamping load (eqn. 6.16) :

d\i )'x )"¿K++C,y-S"-Se -:+Ce "

dr

d\¡ S" )"¿ - ).¿
or^ ì', +d\= l-se'-+Ce " (I1)'dr'(-u

where,

EI
fl_

I -'.v"

D3
T_-12

D = thickness of beam

E = elastic modulus of beam

y = poisson's ratio of beam

. C.. . '/o.'-t - 
)q_\ 

4K

r\ - E"
vu - D"(L -v"2)

E" = elastic modulus of abutment

D" : thickness of abutment
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7u = Poisson's ratio of abutment

From eqn. (I1) :

Complementary function = (AtSinax + BtCosax)e" + C,Sinøx

+ D,Cos,øx)e*

Particular integral = + + A"i#+ B.lð(-'

where,

^- 
S

-.1 ____m¡ae,

D- c
rr _ __Efr +T;

.'. y = (A,Sinøx + B,Cosøx)e* + (Qsinøx + DrCnsøx)e*

*å+Ae1ð+BeiJ
uu

But,asx*@,Y=+
vu

Hence, y = Arsinøxe* + Blcosøxed * Åa, + AetrJ + Be 
lJ

dv-:- - G (A, + Bt)Cos¿rxeo' + a (41 - Bl)Sinüe.r
dx

+ ,l",Ae 
A+ 1"g.1o

# = ?nzLrCosaxe^ - hzBrsinde-

* 7,2 6.7nr+ L"'Beîð

++ = h' (A, - B,)cosarx e* - d, (4, + B,)Sinøe-clx' \ I

(12)

(r3)

(14)

(15)

+ )",3 Ae7+ 1"' B"iJ (16)



.--

@ x : 0, from (I3) through (16) :

s
Y=Br+t'+A+B

dY - aA, + aB, +,1,.4, +,,1.8
dx

F= ?r'zLl+1",rA +.1"28

#- = Ìa'N - ?r,3F,t+ Â,3 A + )'J B

r<il : p
cba

Let, y : ä* LC + N,xt + R + Q

+=#*3L,x¿+N,x+Rclx or\

#= X*6L¿+2Nr
dtu Px--i- : =- -l- ÔL'dx' l(

@ x -- 0, from (I11) through (I15) :

y=Q

{=R
dx

dl/ 
- .,ñr......: 
- 

¿l\r
dx'

(17)

(r8)

The differential equation for a thin beam over the opening is as follows :

(re)

(r10)

(r1 1)

(I12)

(I13)

(r14)

(I1s)

(r16)

(I17)

(I18)
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dtu
--'4- = ôL,
d.x'

From (I19) and (i10) :

1

L, = j6 {fut(Ar- B,) + l,'34 + ¿"38)}

(I1e)

(20)

From (I18) and (I9) :

1

N, = ä (h,A, +r.,2A +r."?B) (121)

From (I17) and (I8) :

R = d(Ar a B,) + l.,A + l."B = tan4t (.ay) Qn)

From (116) and (I7) :

c
Q=Br+++A+B =yr (say) (123)

\-u

From (I23) :

sBr=y,ä-O-U (124)

From eqns. (n4 and (I24) :

is-
Ar= a{tanp, -a(y, -õJ + A(a -,1,) + B(a -,1")} (I25)

But, shearing force,

-. d\T:-K# (126)
dx'

@ x = 0, from (126) an (I19) :

T=-6KLr Q2l)

Again,@x=0,

r = IL + r. (I28)-2¡^c
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where,

I : beam span

T" = contribution by variable load over the abutment

Inspecting eqn. (I10) :

T. = -K(¿,3.{ +1."38) (129)

Therefore, from eqns. (I28) and (129) :

T- + -K}""3A-K¿"38 (I3o)

From (I27), (I30) and (I20) :

DI+ = - zKa} (4, - B') (ß1)¿'

Substituting the vaiues of At and Br from eqns. (I24) and

(I2s) in eqn. (I31) :

S., Pl
tanQt=tu(y, C" A-B)+,1..4+¿J--4I<az [32)

From (I13), (120), (I21) and (122) :

dv I*3
=d* = 

=fu 
+ d' (4, - B,)xt + 1"3 A*12 + ),: B*12 * ?azfurx

+ 1..1 Ax + í.2 Bx * tanQ, (I33)

From (I33), (124) and (I25) :

+= #*o,¡ tan4)', -)""A 1+-2y,+å* 2A+2rl)x¿
dx óK ' d a, d, rL (-,

+ ),,3 A*12 + )""3 Bx2l2

+)n2, tanâ, - '¡',4 -)'"8 -Zyr+-**24+28)x'f ..1] \ d 
- 

d. 
- 

a, 
-, 

uu

+ tr.r Ax + ,1"2 Bx + tan@r (ß4)

dx
But,@x=UZ, dy =0 (I35)
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Hence, from (I34), @ x = 0 :

Pl, - azlztanþt - o'ltl dtlT, -48K' 4 2c' +a'Ltanør

-- azlS.,
- a¿lyt * -d- * tang'

_ azl2)""A - a,zl'L"B - o!'A a3lzB vEè_ - I'?A¿ A
4 4 ' 2 -*--T- ---8-- 8

-aú.,A-al)."B + azly'.+ azlB +lA,zNZ *Ú'¿Bl2 =0 (ß6)

From (I32) and (136) :

Pl3 Pl2 Pl S,la' 25,a,

-+-+- 
*---::-

24lK 4Kø ' 4KG,z C" Cu A(azl + 2a) , B(cÊl + ?n')
v.:__1____l---r L a\ + ?n, a,zl + ?ß, azl + ?n, azl + ?a'

A(7" + l).,2/2 + lz)""318) BQ'" + I)'JP + I'Jl9) e37)-Ì

cu
But,K=-

4G1

(I38)

P 1216 + lla + Uaz , A(L' + Ú'"212 + lz)'"318)

11 - Cut^* al+Z ' azl+?n'

B()."+l)""12_+Iz)""318) **+A+B (I39)- 
\_u

Let,

1z16+ua+71a2
ßr= al+2 (r40)

(I41)),,+û,'12+lzA,rl8
ßz=

ß¡=

:=:=------:
azl + ?a

)-"+lJ,.tlz+12)""318
a¿l + ?n
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Substituting the values from (I40), (I41) and (I42) in (I39):

Pla.ß. sr¡:----i=rj-+++A(1 -132)+B(1 -ßr) (I43)Jl - c" cu --\-

Finally,

Over opening :

Deflection =ä * L,x3 *N,xz * tanQrny,-å $44)

where,

Lr, N,, tanfr and yr can be obtained from

(I20), (I21), (n2) and (I43).

Maximum horizontal shear stress = - #,ä + 6L1) (i45)

outermost fibre stress : = ff (# * 6L1x + 2N1) (146)

Over the abutment :

Deflection = ArSin6rxe"" + B,Cosaxe- + Aeh + B"ÂJ (I47)

Maximum horizontal shear stress = - $f*tfo, - B,)Cosøxe-

-fur(Ar+ B,)Sinøxe- + .¿,3Ae't+* 1"rg"11

Outermost fibre stress = tffQo'A,Cosaxe'- 2d2B,Sinorxe*

+ r..rAelJ + 
^.r}el\

THICK BEANI

For a small element of thick beam (Fig. 6.6),

3T d2
Shear stress, T,y = 

-3DG 
- ,r)

where,

d = distance f¡om the neutral axis

(r48)

(r4e)

(150)
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z = distance between the neutral axis and outer boundary

Shear modulus, G = 2(1. + v)

From Fig. 25 in Chapter 6, summation of vertical forces :

T - (T + dÐ * cgrdx - (S, - S.ÂJ + C.iJ¡o* = o

where,

y3 : deflection of lowest fibre of lhick beam over abutment

= deflection of thin beam over abutment

= A,Sinøxe- + Blcosøxeu * $ + AelJ+ Bth
\-u

Therefore, # = C"Y¡ - ( S' - Se¿J - C"lÕ

From eqns. (50) and (51), the shearing strain )r, is

y= zDE *

Therefore, the slope of the deflection curve due to shear :

dy. 3T(1 + v) ,1 d..
-d* = ----ffi-- \L - v)

(Is1)

(Is2)

(rs3)

(154)

(I5s)

where,

yo = deflection due to shear

Hence, the curvature produce by shear is

d'y., - 3(1 + v) 
1r _ -9' ;1c.y¡ - (s, - sel#+

dxr 2DE z¿'

If y is the total deflection, then the total curvature is

d'y - d1, -g1i-dxz dx¿ dx¿

.Jt ,t (rs6)
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Integrating (156) :

yr = âcu (# sinaes # cosøxe* " # "1'o f "i)
ass' L' +9S,."Â"* c'x*e (I58)+ aT ¿ "'À""

But,asx*@,Y=.}

.'.Cr=Q=0

y+ = âcu (#sinaer' # cosøxe^ - +.^"* # "^)

aSS.. 1" aCS.. 1"* jî e"s - fr::- e"c (i59)

where,

._ 3(1+v),,,_ dt
"--- zDE-tr--7

From (I59) and (I52) :

]=þ*Y+

= (A, . #-)sinaxe-' + (8, - u#')cosaxe*

aC,A * îl ).trð+ tB aC.B aC )"¿
+(4, +-l- A". , * -f,- -T ).

,S"+ fr (160)

dv aC" (A' + B')

É: {ø(Ar-8,) + T}Sinøxe"

+ {a (4, a B,) - ac" ê' - B') 
}cos øxe-

. aC,,A aS. 7x+(^,4*-T-*-s".
acrE + 91" ¿t 

(161)+(¿,.8 * 
-I. A",
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dtu

ä = (aC,*{t - 2428,)Sinaxe.' + (aC,Fr + ?ß,2^)Cosdrxerd

+ (,1,24 + aC.,{ + as;e 
¿#

+ (,1"28 * aC,B + ac¡e 1J

Let, the differential equation for a thick be¡m over the opening is :

Þcv=-*lox'+Ntxt+R2*QzJ 24K

jI=4* 3U*+N2x*R2dx 6Ir

# = F. 6L2x * 2N2

Equating (160), (161) and (162) with (163), $6a) and (I6s)

respectively@x=0:

Qz=Br- "S+ . aC.A aSr ________________ I _
As' /Ls'?nz

(162\

(163)

Ge)

(r6s)

(167)

(168)

aC"B aC S,
+B+

Rz : G (4, + n,¡ - -f9$-Il- + r=4 . # . i
aC,,B aC

+ l"-B * ---.-- - 
-"L.4.

¡¡, = (aC"Br + ?ß,z1'r + L"zA + aC.,A. + aS +,kB

+ aC,B - aC)12

But.@ x=ll2,S=O

.'. @ x = ll2, from (164) :

r _ 4 , Pl3Lt=-3F-(tr*Nrl +Rr)
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Finaily,

Over opening :

Deflection : Ïro** Lox' * N2x2 + R2 + O, - * (170)

where,

Qr, Rr, N2 and I-2 can be obtained from (16ó), (167), (168) and (169).

Over the abutment :

Deflection = (4, . #t-)Sinøxe* + (B' #)Coscrxe-

+ (A, .F " å )"1** (B + -1s - -fl" '* (I71)
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II

COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED FOR OBTAINING RESULTS

FROM BEAM FORMULATION

PROGRAM I :

10 REM THE NAME OF THIS PROGRAM IS "NEW'[N''
20 REM THIS PROGRAM CALCUI-ATES FROM THIN BEAM FORMULATON
30 SHORT X,Y,Y3,Y4,25,Y7
40 INTEGER N7
50 SL$:'1000'
60 P$:'68.895'
70 INPUT 'OVERBTIRDEN (DEPTH¡ : ',S1$;S1

80 51:27000*51
90 K1=.33
700 L2=5
L10 M2:.95
120 L=50
130 L5:L2
140 D=40
1-50 W:L2.5
160 B2:6.25
170 H=3
180 D1:100
190 E3:35000000000
200 F4:F,311..9
21.0 E=4aF.3*E4l(83 ^.5+E4 ^ .5)^2
220 N=.25
230 81.:2500000000
240 N1=.3
250 y8:(W+B.2)lBz
260 Y2 :2.048-. 9 19 * K 1, + .57 2* LOG( WÆ{) +. 09. ( (WB2) ^ 2-I)
270 P0$='100'
280 INPUT 'LOAD OVER OPENING (DEPTI{)=',P$;P
290 P:27000*P
300 INPUT 'LOAD AT X:O(DEPTH):',PQ'PO
310 P0:27000*P0
320 IF Y8>Y2 TT{EN 350
330 Y9=Y2
340 GOTO 360
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350 Y9:Y8
360 C=P"(Y9-1)
370 S:SL+P*Y9-P-PO
380 L4= LOG(S(S + P0-M2*S 1))/L2
39 0 13 :L4* C/( 5 

o P o Y9 x R * Lztr + P * R * L4-5 * P 0 * R o L4 + S)

400 I:D ^3112
410 K:E"I(l-N^2)
420 CI:EL/(D1.(1-N1 ^ 2)
430 M9:S1/C1
u0 M=(CI|(4"K))^ .25

450 A:S/(K*L4^4+C1)
¿60 B=C/(K*L3^4+CL)
ql 0 B3 = (L ^ 21 6 +Ll A2 + r I A2 ^ 2) I (M"L +2)
+80 87 : (L 4 +L* IA n 

2 12 +L n 2*L4 n 
3 I 8) I (AC ^ 2*L +2* A2)

+90 BB = (L3 + L*I3 ^ 212 +L ^ 2*I-3 n 
3 18) I (,òA ^ 2* L +2* .N2)

500 Y1:P*L* 
^) 

^ 3xB3/CL +S1/C1 +A*(1-87) +Bx (1-88)
5 t0 F 4 =2*A2* (Y1 -S 1/C1 -A-B) + L4tA+ I3 * B-P * L/(4x K* M ^ 2)
520 81,:Y1-SUC1-A-B
530 AI : L I A2* ( F+42 * (Y 1 -S 1 /C 1 ) + A * (A2-L4) +B * (42-L3 )
5q0 Lg = (2* A2 n 

3 
* (41-81) +IA ^ 3* A+I3 ^ 3 

*B)/6

550 N9=(2* A) n 2* A7 +L4 ^ 2* A+13 ^ z*B)n
560 N7:1
570 FOR X=L5 TO 0 STEP -.9
580 Y = (P* X ^ 4l (24*K)+L9*X ^ 3 +N9*X ^ 2 + F4*X +Y1-M9) * 1000

590 Y3=DxlP*X^ 3/(6*K)+3*L9*X^ 2+N9*X+F4)
600 Y3=Y3*1000
6L0 Y 4 : -r.5 *K* (P*X*Æ(+6*L9)/D
620 Y4:Y411000000
630 Z5 : -Sxçxp x (p*X ^ 2I (2*K) + 6*L9*X+2*N0/I
640 IF Z5>:0 THEN 670
650 Z5:83^ .51(83 ^.5+E4 ^ .5)*Z5l(1000ûm*.5)
660 GOTO 680
67 0 Z5 :.5 

" 25 I (83 ^ .5 I (83 ^ .5 + E4 ^ .5) )/1 000000

680 Y7=0
690 ASSIGN # 1 TO 'DATA'
700 PRINT # 1,N7 ; X"Y,Y3,Y4,25,Y7
710 N7=N7+l-
720 NEXT X
730 FOR X=0 TO -300 STEP -.3

740 IF N7<:58 THEN 760
750 FOR X:-9 TO -300 STEP -1.8
760 Y = A1 *SIN(42* X) * EXP(A2*X) + B 1 

* COS (42* X) * EXP (42*X) + S 1/C 1

+A* EXP(L4* X) + B * EXP(I-3. X)-M9
770 Y=Y*1000
7 80 0 :,\2* EXP (A2 * X) * ( COS (A2 * X) * (A 1 + B 1 ) + S IN(A2 * X) * (A1 -B 1 ) )
790 T=A* L4*EXP(L4*X) +B*13 *EXP(L3 *X)

800 Y3=D*(O+Ð
810 Y3=Y3*1000
820 F 7 :2* (A1B 1) *42 ^ 3 *E)CP (42*X) * COS(42* X)
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-2* (A7+B 1) ",42 ^ 3 *EXP(42* X) *SIN(42*X)

830 Z=A*L4^ 3*EXP(L,+*X)+B*L3 ^ 3*E)(P(I3*X)
840 Y4:-1.5iD*K" (Fi +Z)
850 Y4:Y4l1000000
860 Z5 :2* A? ^ 2x 61*COS(A2*X)*EXp(42*X)

-2* A2 n 
2 

* B 1 
* 

S IN (42 u X) * EXp (.A2 * X) + L4 ^ 2 
o A* EXP (L4 * X)

87 0 7,5 =25 +I3 ^ 2*B*EXP(I3 *X)
880 25:-S*K*D*ZS|I
890 Z5=.5*Z5l(83 ^.5(E3 ^.5+84 ^ .5))/1000000
900 Y5:P+C*E)G(L3*X)
910 Y6=S1-P-S*EXP(L4*X)
920 Y7:Y5+Y6
930 PRINT # 1,N7 ; )LY,Y3,Y4,25,Y7
940 N7=N7+1
950 NEXT X
960 END

PROGRAM II :

10 REM THE NAME OF THIS PROGRAM IS "NEWTKH"
20 REM THIS PROGRAM CALCLILATES FROM THICK BEAM FORMULATION
30 INTEGER N7
40 SL$:'1000'
50 P$='68-895'
60 INPUT 'OVERBLIRDEN (DEPTH) = ',S1$;S1
70 51:27000*51
80 K1=.33
90 L2=5
100 M2=.95
110 L=50
120 L5:Ll2
130 D:40
140 W:12.5
1,50 B2=6.25
160 H:3
170 D1=100
180 E3=35000000000
190 E4:E3/1.9
200 E:4*E3"E4|(83 ^.5+E4 ^ .5)^2
210 N=.25
220 E1=2500000000
230 N1=.3
z+0 Y8=(w +B.2)82
250 Y 2=2.048-.9 1 9* K I + .57 Z*LOG(WÆ{) +.09. ( (WlB2) ^ 2- 1 )
260 POS:'100'
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270 INPUT 'LOAD O\/ER OPENING (DEPTH):',P$;P
280 P=27000nP
290 INPUT 'LOAD AT X=0(DEPTH)=',pS'pS
30A PO:27000*P0
310 IF Y8>Y2 THEN 340
320 Y9:Y2 .

330 GOTO 350
340 Y9:Y8
350 C=P*(Y9-1)
360 S=S1*P+Y9-P-P0
37 0 L4 =LOG(S(S +P0-M2*S 1 ))/L2
380 L3 : Lzl* C/(5 *P*Y9oRoL4 +P nR*L4-5 *P0*RoL4 + S)

390 I=D ^3112
400 K:E*V(l-N^2)
410 C1.=E1/(D1*(1-N1 ^ 2)
420 M9:S1/C1
430 A2--(CU(4*K))^.25
440 A3 =3*(1 +N)/(2*D*E)
450 A=S/(K*L4^4+C1)
460 B:Cl(KxL3 ^ 4+C1)
+l 0 83 = (L ^ 21 6 +Ll A2 + U A2 ^ 2) I (A2*L +2)
æO B7 : (L 4 +L*L4 ^ 212 + L ^ 2* L4 n 

3 18) I eA ^ 2* L +2* M)
+90 88 : (L3 + L * 13 ^ 2 12 +L n 2*13 ^ 3 18) I (AZ ^ 2*L +2* M)
500 Y1 :PxLxA2 ^ 3 

*83/CL +S1/C1 +A* (1-87) +B* (1-BB)
51.0 F 4=2*A2* (Y1-S1/C1-A-B) +Lz[*A+I3*B-P*L/(4*K" A2 ^ 2)
520 BL:Y1-S1/C1-A-B
530 A1 ='t- I A2* (F 4-42 x (Y1-S UC1 ) + A* (42-L4) + B * (42-13)
540 Y 1 = B L -43 * C1," AI I (2* M ^ 2) + A+ A3 x ç1x ¿1þ{ ^ 2 + A3* S IIA ^ 2 +B

+43 * C1 *B lI3 ^ 2- A3* C|IS ^ 2 +S1/C1
550 F4 :42 * (A.1 + B 1 )-43 

* C1 x (41-BL) I (2* A2) + L4* A +.A3 t CL* AlL4
+ A3 * S/L4 + I3 * B + A3 * C1 x B/I3-.A3 * C|IS

560 N9 : (43 * CL *B l. +2* A2 ^ 2" AL+ L4 ^ 2* A+ A3* C1 * A + A3 * S +13 ^ 2+ B
+A3*C1*B-A3"C)lr3

57 0 L9 = 4* (-P * L ^ 3(48 *K)-N9*L-F 4) I (3"L ^ 2)
580 N7=L
590 FOR X:L5 TO 0 STEP -.9
600 Y = (P * X ^ 4l (24*K)+ L9* X ^ 3 + N9*X ^ 2 +F 44 X+Y1-M9) t 1000
610 Y3 =D't 1P*X ^ 3/(6*K) +3*Lg*X ^ 2+N9*X+F4)
620 Y3:Y3*1000
630 Y7=0
640 ASSIGN # 1 TO 'DATA'
650 PRINT # 1,N7 ; X,Y,Y3,Y4,25,Y7
660 N7=N7+1
670 NEXT X
680 FOR X:0 TO -300 STEP -.3

690 iF N7<=58 THEN 710
700 FOR X=-9 TO -30O STEP -1.8
Zt0 Y:(AL +43*C1*81.1(2* A2 ^ 2))"SIN(A2*X)*EXP(A2.X)

+ ( B 1 -A3 + C 7* A]. I (2* M ^ 2) ) 
* COS (A2 * X) * EXp (A2 " X)
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7 20 Y :Y +(A + A3 * C1 * 4þQ ^ 2 + A34 S lI,4 ^ 2) * EXP (L4*X)
+ (B + A3 * C 7" B lI3 ^ 2- A3" C lI3 ^ 2) *EXP (I3 *X) + S 1/C1

zg0 Y=(Y-M9)*1000
I q0 y 3 : (Æ+ (A1 -B 1 ) + A3 o C 1 

u (A 7 +Br) I (2" A2) ) 
. SIN (42 * X) . ÐG (42. X)

750 y3 = y3 + (A2. (A1 + B 1 )-43 
* C 1 " (41 -B 1 ) I (2. A2))" COS (42. X)

*EXP(A2oX)

760 Y3 :Y3 + (L4*A+ A3 * CL "AlL4 +43 + SlL4) o E)G (L4* X)
+ (L3 *B +43 * CL oB/I-3 + A3o C1IS)"E)C(I3 -X)

770 Y3=D*Y3*1000
780 Y5:P+C*E)(P(I3*X)
790 Y6:S 1-P-S*ÐG(L4*X)
800 Y7=Y5+Y6
810 PRINT # 1,N7 ; X,Y,Y3,Y7
820 N7:N7+1
830 NEXT X
840 END

PROGRAM III :

10 REM THE NAME OF THIS PROGRAM IS ''NEWTKE'
20 REM THIS PROGRAM CALCUI.ATES STRAIN ENERGY RELEASE RATE

USING THICK BEAM FORMUIATION
30 INTEGER N7
40 51=1000
50 51=27000*SL
60 K1:.33
70 L2=5
80 M2:.95
90 N8:1
100 FOR L=1 TO 350 STEP1
770 L5:Ll2
I20 D:40
130 W:12.5
1,40 B2=6.25
150 H=3
160 D1:100
170 E3=35000000000
180 E4:E3/1.9
190 E=4"E3*E4(E3 ^ .5+E4 ^ .5)^ 2
200 N=.25
270 81.:2500000000
220 N1=.3
230 P=1000
240 P=27000"P
250 P0:100
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260 P0:27000*P0
270 Y9:1+L130
280 C=P*(Y9-1)
290 S=S1*P*Y9-P-P0
300 L4:LOG(S(S +P0-M2.S 1))iL2
310 13 =L4u C/(5 * 

P 
uY9 o R * L4 + P * R* L4-5 * P0 * R * L4 + S)

320 I:D ^3172
330 K=E*V(1-N^2)
340 C1=Ell(D1*(1-N1 ^ 2)
350 M9:S1/C1
260 M=(C1.1(4*K))^.25
37 0 A3 =3*(1 +N)i(2*D*E)
380 A=S/(K*L4^4+C1)
390 B=C/(K*I3^4+C1)
+00 B3 = (L ^ 216 +Ll A2+ tl A2 ^ 2)l (/,2*L+2)
qß B7 = (L4 +L* L4 ^ 2 12 +L ^ 2*L4 ^ 3 I 8) I (A2 ^ 2t I- + 2* A2)
+20 88 : (I3 + L* [3 ^ 2 12 +L n 2*13 ^ 3 18) I Qq2 ^ 2*L +2* A2)
430 YL :P*L* A2^ 3 *83/CL +S1/C1 +4" ( 1-87) +Bx ( 1-88)
440 F 4 =2*A2 * (Y 1 -S 1 /C1 -A-B) + I/tA + L3 * B-P * L(4 * K * A2 ^ 2)
450 B1:Y1-S1/C1-A-B
460 A1 = 1 I A2" (F 4-A2 * (Y1 -S 1/C1 ) +A* (A2-L4) + B. (A2-I-3)
47 0 Y t= B 1 -43 * C 1* A1, I (2*,\2 ^ 2) + A+ A3 " C!* AlL4 ^ 2 +43 *S/L 4 ^ 2 +B

+43 * C1 *B lI3 ^ 2- A3* C/13 ^ 2 + SII CI
480 F 4 : A2* (41 + B 1 ) -43 * C 1 

t (A I -Bl) I (2* êc) + I/ * A + A3 * CI* AlL4
+4.3 *SlL4 + L3 *B +43 *C1 xBlL3-43 

" C|IS
+90 N9 : (43 t C1 *8L +2* A2 n 2* AL +L4 ^ 2* A+ A3* CL *A+43 *S + [3 ^ 2*B

+A3*C1"8-A3xC)/t3
500 L9:4*(-P*L ^ 3/(48*K)-N9*L-F4y(3*L^ 2)
5 t0 26 : (P n 2*L ^ 5i(3840*K) + P *L9*L ^ 4/64 + P *N9 *L ^ 3 124 +P *F 4*L ^ 218

+P *Y I* Ll2-P * M9*L l2)/1000000
520 Z7 =(P n 2*L^ 4|(768*K)+P*L9*L ^ 3/16+P*N9*L ^ 218+P*F4*L|4

+ P 
* Y1 /2-P tM9/2)/1000000

530 ASSIGN # 1 TO 'DATA'
540 PRINT # 1,N8 ; N8,L,Z7
550 N8:N8+1
560 NEXT L
570 END
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APPENDIX _ Itr

ESTIMATE FOR MAXIMUM STRESS CONCENTRATON

For a row of rectangular openings, characteristic of the Saskatchewan

potash mine panels, the maximum stress concentration Y,, is

wY,: (2.04- 0.919K) + 0.5721n(-)

w
- 0.0e{( - +1 ), - 1} (III1).\B

W+B
or, Y- = _--:- (Itr2), whichever is greater(Barron,1984).

B

where,

K : horizontal stress¡îertical stress

W : room width

B = piliar width

H = height of opening
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APPENDD( _ IV

ENERGY RELEASE FOR AN UNDERMINED ROOF AMING AS A BEAM

The bending behavior of a roof beam þ¿v¡¡g a thickness ! span l, and

breadth b, exposed by excavation, can be described by elastic beam theory (Fig. 8.3).

When the span is undermined the beam will do work against any support

force along the lower surface. If the support fo¡ce reduces linearly from the virgin state

to zero on the final free surface then, for a small strip, dx (Fig. 8.4), the work done by the

beam is given by :

'w1 = ly " b * ô * dx

wheÍe,

P : initial normal stress befo¡e mining

d = beam deflection for the strip dx

Along the upper surface of the beam external loads applied by the rock

strata above the beam do work on the beam- For a constant loading the work done at

the completion of beam deflection is given by :

W?:Pxb*ô*dx

The difference between the work done by the beam and the work done on

the beam is the strain energy stored in the beam, 'W,,

*,=åp*b+ô*dx (rv1)

If the excavation is made instantaneously, Le., no gradual reduction of support forces, no

work is done by the beam against the support forces and the excess enersi causes oscillation
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of the beam. Eventually the beam comes to rest and the stored strain energy is still given

by eqn. (IV1)- The excess enerry, W' or released enerry, must rherefore be given by the

difference between W, and W", i.e.,

1*.=rp*b*ô*dx

Therefore, W, = 
.W.

To obtain'W. and W. for the whole beam ¡¡g5. equations must be integrated

over the total span.

The ¡eleased energy, w, due to the excavation of opening can now be

obtained as follows :

w,= ,f:;p*bnô*dx

where,

ô = deflection of beam

Substituting the value of ô from eqn (163), taking b = L, and integrating :

rf , P2l5 PLl. PN,l3w:-!-' 3840K & 24

S.PI

(rv2)

(IV2)

(rv3)

in span, can be

(rv4)

2C"

Finaily, the rate of energr release for the next increament

derived by difTerenriaring eqn. (tv4) with respecr to the span I :

oY' ==I!-+ Pt4lo + PN?13 * PR,
dt 768K 76 8 - ---- 4-

S"P

, PR,I' PQJ- g- - ---T-

. perl

2

)(-
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APPENDD( - V

CAIIBRATION CURVES FOR RESTRAINING BARS

fþs ¡s5¡¡¿ining bars were calibrated for load/microstrain output of the strain

gauges using a Universal Testing System- The calibration was done for a range of load from

0 to 18 kN. The following Figs. VL, V2, V3 and V4 show the calibration cuwes for the

larger restraining bars LI, Ltr, T TTT and LfV respectivey, which were mosly used in the

beam testing.
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Fig. V1 Calibration curve for restraining bar LI.
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APPENDIX - VI

INDIVIDUAL BEAM TEST RESULTS

TEST SPO

Notes :

Purpose : Trial test

Material : Saskatoon Potash

Dimensions of Beam : Depth Breadth Length

2-3 cm 2.3 cm t2-5 cm

Separation of Vertical supports : L0 cm

Loading Conditions : 1 point loading.

(a) Midspan cracking commenced @ 0.27 kN.

(b) Diagonai cracking occur¡ed @ 2.7 kN, which is just below the peak

load.
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TEST SP1

Purpose : Standard test

Material : Saskatoon Potash

Dimensions of Beam : Depth Breadth Length

5.3 cm 4.8 cm 29.8 cm

Separation of Vertical supports : L8.9 cm

Loading Conditions : 1 point loading.

Notes :

(a) Slight Prestress used to even restraining bars outputs.

(b) No additional load noticed 6¡ ¡gs1¡aining bars until after 1st crack

i.e., midspan c¡ack @ 2 kN; then immediate jump.

(c) Midspan extended upto about 415 of. the beam depth.

(d) Diagonal cracking occurred @ 72.1kN, which is just below the peak

load-
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SP1 Crack Patterns :

Midspan Cracking

t

-sÈ
,f/\- €--

Diagonal Cracking
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TEST SP2

Notes :

Purpose : Standard test

Material : Saskatoon Potash

Dimensions of Beam : Depth Breadth l-ength

4.9 cm 3-7 cm 26.9 cm

Separation of Vertical supports : L6 cm

Loading Conditions : 1 point loading.

(a) Slight Prestress used to sys¡ ¡s5¡¡aining bars outputs.

(b) No additional load noticed 6a ¡s5t¡aining bars until after 1st crack i.e., midspan

crack @ 1.5 kN; then immediate jump.

(c) Midspan exlended beyond about 415 of the beam depth-

(d) Diagonal cracking occurred @ 8.5 kN, which is just below the peak load-
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SP2 Crack Patterns :

I

I
w

Midspan Cracking

&

-@

-f( \ @*-

T T
Diagonal Cracking
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TEST DL1

Purpose : Standard test

Material : Tyndall SLone

Dimensions of Beam : Depth Breadth Length

4.7 cm 5.0 cm 26.3 cm

Separation of Vertical suppoß : 15.4 cm

Loading Conditions : 1 point loading.

Notes :

(a) Slight Prestress used to even restraining bars outputs.

(b) No additional load noticed on restraining bars until after Lst crack i.e., midspan

crack @ 1.7 kN; then immediate jump.

(c) Midspan extended beyond about 415 of the beam deprh.

(d) Diagonal cracking occurred @ 5.7 kN.

(e) Peak load of 7 kN ¡eached after diagonal cracking.

(f) Ultimate collapse appears to have occrred as a result of failure along the

diagonal crack.
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DLL Crack Patterns :

N

I
w

Midspan Crackjng

&

Diagonal Cracking

&
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TEST DL2

Purpose : Standard test

Material : Tyndall Stone

Dimensions of Beam : Depth B¡eadth Length

4.8 cm 4.8 cm 29.9 cm

Separation of Vertical supports : 19 cm

Loading Conditions : 1 point loading.

Notes :

(a) Slight Prest¡ess used to sys¡ ¡sst¡aining

bars outputs.

(b) No additional load noticed on restraining bars until after 1st crack i.e., midspan

crack @ 1.7 kN; then immediate jump.

(c) Midspan extended beyond about 415 of the beam depth.

(d) Diagonal cracking occurred @ 1i.5 kN.

(e) Peak load of 12.2 kN reached after diagonal cracking.

(f) Ultimate coilapse appears to have occrred as a result of faiiure along the

diagonai crack.
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Midspan Cracking

t
*** @-*

Diagonal Cracking

t
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]EST DI3

Purpose : Standard test

Material : Tyndall Stone

Dimensions of Beam : Depth Breadth Length

6.3 cm 6-2 cm 29-8 cm

Separation of Ve¡tical suppoß : 18.9 cm

Loading Conditions : 1 point loading.

Notes :

Premature split vertically along the length of the beam due to weak zone

under the point load.
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TEST DL4

Purpose : Standard test

Material : Tyndall Stone

Dimensions of Beam : Depth Breadth Length

6-3 cm 6.3 cm 29.8 cm

Separation of Vertical supports : 18.9 cm

Loadíng Conditions : Two symmetric line loadings @ 4.7 cm

from the centre line of the beam.

Notes :

(a) Slight Prestress used to sys¡ ¡s5l¡aining bars outputs.

(b) No additional load noticed on restraining bars until after 1st crack i.e., midspan

crack @ 4.2 kN; then immediate jump.

(c) Midspan extended upto about 2ß of. the beam depth.

(d) Diagonal cracking occurred @ 63.4 kN.

(e) Ultimate collapse happened @ 70.5 kN, which is the peak load.

(f) Ultimate failure appears to have occrred as a result of failure of the intact rock

above the diagonal crack-
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DL4 Crack Patterns :

tr
Midspan Cracking

Diagonal Cracking

IJ
Ultimate Failure

--@
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TEST DIJ

Notes :

Purpose : Standard test

Material : Tyndall Stone

Dimensions of Beam : Depth Breadth Length

7-! cm 6.8 cm 29.3 cm

Separation of Vertical supports : ?35 cm

Loading Conditions : Two symmetric line loadings @ 7.8 cm

from the c€ntre line of the beam.

(a) Slight Prestress used to even restraining bars outputs.

(b) No additional load noticed on restraining bars until after 1st crack i.e., midspan

crack @ 7.6 kN; then inmediate jump.

(c) Midspan extended up to about 213 of the beam depth.

(d) Diagonal cracking occurred @ 81.1 kN.

(e) Ultimate collapse happened @ tOO kN, which is the peak load.

(Ð Ultimate failure appean to have occur¡ed as a result of failure of the intact rock

above the diagonal crack.
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DL5 Crack Patterns :tt
*&

Midspan Cracking

&&
*-& w*

T Diagonal Crackingt+ r

---& @

T T

{

Ultimate Failure
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TEST DL6

Notes :

Purpose : Standard test

Material : Tyndall Stone

Dimensions of Beam : Depth Breadth Lengh

5.95 cm 6.35 cm 29.7 cm

Separation of Vertical supports : 79.7 cm

Loading Conditions : Two synmetric line loadings @ 1,.2 cm from the centre line

of the beam.

(a) Slight Prestress used to even restrrining bars outputs.

(b) No additional load noticed on restraining bars until after Lst crack i-e., midspan

crack @ 3.7 kN; ¿þs¡ immediate jump.

(c) Midspan extended upto about 415 of. the beam depth.

(d) Diagonal cracking occurred @ 41.4 kN.

(e) Peak load of 44.7 kN reached after diagonal cracking.

(l) Ultimate collapse appears to have occurred as a result of faiiure along the

diagonal craclc
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Midspan Cracking

*&'

Diagonal Cracking
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TEST DL7

Notes :

Purpose : Standard test

Material : Tyndall Stone

Dimensions of Beam : Depth Breadth Length

6.7 cm 6.6 cm ?3.9 cm

Separation of Vertical supports : 18.9 cm

Loading Conditions : Two symmetric line loadings @ 1.3 cm

from the cenrte line of the beam.

Midspan crack occurred @ 8-9 kN; then accidentally the setup was

disturbed and consequently, the beam was sheared along the midspan crack-
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TEST DLS

Notes :

Purpose : Standard test

Material : Tyndall Stone

Dímensions of Beam : Depth Breadth Length

6.3 cm 6.3 cm 29.6 cm

Separation of Vertical supports : 23.8 cm

Loading Conditions : Two symmetric line loadings @ 1 cm f¡om the centre line

of the beam.

(a) Slight Prestress used to even restraining bars outputs.

(b) No additional load noticed on restraining bars until after 1st crack i.e., midspan

crack @ 7.1 kN; ¡þs¡ immsdiate jump.

(c) Midspan extended beyond about 314 of. the beam depth.

(d) Diagonal cracking occur¡ed @ 53.4 kN.

(e) Ultimate collapse happened @ 56.4 kN, which is the peak load.

(f) Ultimate failure appears to have occurred as a result of failure of the intact rock

above the diagonal crack
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DL8 Crack Patterns :
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TEST DL9

Notes :

Purpose : Standard test

Material : Tyndall Stone

Dimensions of Beam : Depth Breadth Length

10.1 cm 9.9 cm 24 cm

Separation of Verticai supports : 18.2 cm

Loading Conditions : Two symmetric line loadings @ 1 cm from the centre line

of the beam.

(a) Slight P¡estress used to even restraining bars outputs-

(b) No additional load noticed on restraining bars until after 1st c¡ack i.e., nidspan

crack @ 27.7 kN; then immediate jump.

(c) Midspan extended up to abour 2ß of. rhe beam deprh.

(d) Diagonal cracking occurred @ 150.9 kN.

(e) Ultimate collapse happened @ 189.7 kN, which is rhe peak load.

(Ð Ultimate failure appears to have occurred as a result of failure of the intact

rock above the diagonal c¡ack-
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DL9 Crack Patterns :
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TEST GR1

Notes :

Purpose : Four Line-load test

Material : Lac Du Bonnet Granite

Dimensions of Beam : Depth Breadth Length

10.8 cm 9.5 cm ?3.6 cm

Separation of Vertical supports : 17.8 cm

Loading Conditions : Four line loadin gs 2.7 cm apart

(a) Slight Prest¡ess used to even restraining bars outputs.

(b) No additional load noticed on rest¡aining bars until after 1st crack i.e., midspan

crack @200.7 kN; ¡þsa immediate jump.

(c) Midspan extended up to about 314 of. the beam depth.

(d) Diagonal cracking occurred @ 891.2 kN.

(e) Peak load of 1200 kN reached after the diagonal cracking.

(Ð Th" specimen was preserved just before the ultimate collapse.
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TEST GR2

Notes :

Purpose: Standard test

Material : Lac Du Bonner Granite

Dimensions of Beam : Depth Breadth Length

10.8 cm 9.7 cm 27.2 cm

Separation of Vertical supports ; 21,.4 cm

Loading Conditions : Two symmetric üne ioadings @ 0.5 cm from the centre line

of the beam.

(a) Slight Prestress used to eys¡ ¡s5f¡aining ban outputs.

(b) No additional load noticed on restraining bars until after 1st crack i.e., midspan

crack @ 73.2 kN; then immediate jump.

(c) Midspan extended upro abour 213 of the beam depth.

(d) Diagonal cracking occurred @ 429 kN.

(e) Ultimate coilapse happened @ 552.9 kN, which is the peak load.

(f) Ultimate failure appears to have occur¡ed as a result of failure of the intact rock

above the diagonal crack
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GR2 Crack Patterns :
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TEST GR3

Purpose : Test with prestress.

Material : Lac Du Bonner Granite

Dimensions of Beam : Depth Breadth I-ength

10.7 cm 9.7 cm 29.3 cm

Separation of Vertical supports : 23.5 cm

Loading Conditions : Two symmetric line loadings @ 0.5 cm from the centre line

of the beam.

Notes :

(a) A prestress of.125 kN was used to simulate the field condition.

(b) No additional load noticed on restraining bars until after Lst crack i.e., midspan

crack @ 166.6 kN; but, then the increase in the longitudinal th¡ust was relatively

low compared to the condition where there was no prestress.

(c) Midspan extended up to about 2ß of. the beam depth.

(d) Diagonal cracking occurred @ 465.3 kN.

(e) Ultimate collapse happened @ 665-5 kN, which is the peakload.

(f) Ultimate failure âppears to have occurred as a ¡esult of failure of the intact rock

above the diagonal crack
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APPENDD( _ VII

SCI{EME FOR CALCUI.AIfNG ECCENTRTCITY

In Fig. Vf[1, H, and Ho are the horizontal th-rusts in the top and bottom

restraining bars respectively- Here, d, is the distance between the top and bottom

restraining bars. The position of the actual horizontal thrust line is define by the

distance d" from the bottom restraining bars. Eccentricity, o ß calculated by the

following eqn. (VII1) :

e=dlZ-l^

The value of d can be obtained using eqn. (VII2) :

(VIr1)

, d, , Hb +2H,
-a 3 t' Hb+H, (vrr2)

(vtr3)

Now, from eqns. (VII1) and (VII2), eccentricity e, is

"=d,{;_å(
Hb +2H,

)ÌH

where,

H=H¡*H,

= total horizontal thurst
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APPENDIX - VIII

SAMPLE CALCULATION FOR COMPARING MEASURED AND

COMPUTED VERTICAL SHEAR STRESSES AT DIAGONAL CRACKING

Fig. VIII1 shows the geometry of a rock beam under loading condition. The

following is a sample calculation for the beam test DL6. Here :

Total horizontal thrust, H = 42.18 kN

Horizontal thrust in bottom restraining bars, H6 = 26.89 kN

Horizontal thrust in top restraining bars, H, : 15.29 kN

Thickness of rock beam, t = 5.95 cm

Shear span, a = 8.65 cm

Distance between bottom and top restraining bars, d, = 20 cm

Now, from eqn. ffII3), eccentricity e, is

.I 1 Hb+2Ht
o:dt{;--(23H

= 0.92 cm

.'. Lever arm of horizontal thrust, d = 2 * e

= 1.84 cm

Assuming a rectangular distribution of horizontal thrust, which is a good approximation for the

rock beam tests, the depth of the horizontai thrust nt (Fig. VIIIl), is

))

nt:2"(tl2-e)
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Fig.VIIIl Geometry of a tesl beam under loading Conditions.
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= 4.117 cm

The average angle of the thrust line @,, is

dt = tan-l(d/a)

- râO

The measured total vertical shear force, V, is

" - 20.7 kNvt -

Therefore, from Fig. VIIIl, shea¡ force carried by the rock Vo' is

Vu.=Vr(l -Sindr)

: 16.41 kN

The width of the rock beam, w : 6.35 cm.

Therefore, the measured shear stress carried by the rock vur- is

vurm=Vrr./(w*nt)

= 6.3 MPa

The computed vertical shear stress vurc, is

vurc = @t2 + o" o¡z)'h

where,

cwrl)

tca = axial stress

øt = tensile strength of rock

In eqn. (VIIIl), the effect of the major principal stress (in this case, axial stress, ø"") on the

tensile strength, o, has not been taken into account. Assuming a simple linear dependence of ø,

on øca, which is a reasonable approximation, the corrected tensile strength r¡", is

otc= út(l-o"^lo")

where,

ø" = uniaxial compressive strengttr of rock
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Substituting this corrected value in eqn.ffIIIl) yields :

vurc = lorz {t -!sa-¡z + ocaút a - -"* )f

In this case,

Axial stress, tca = H/(w * nt)

= 16.13 MPa

Tensile strength of rock, ot = 3.7 MPa

Uniaxial compressive strength of rock, ø" = 50 MPa

Finally, from eqn. (VIII2), the computed vertical shea¡ stress vur", is

vurc = 6.8 MPa.

(vIrr2)
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